
Vinyl tile that looks like marble—wears like it, too!

A Kentile exclusive. Realistic mottling extends throughout the full thickness of Architectural Marbles for lasting beauty. Greaseproof, stain-resistant, easy to maintain. Outwears carpet; costs less, too. Samples? Call your Kentile Representative.
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PUBLISHER'S NOTE

We intend this month's cover to be a souvenir for the more than 4,000 convening AIA members, wives, children, and assorted pets who are about to descend upon the island of Manhattan. There is a story in its making.

A couple of years ago, when we were considering an issue on New York City, our editor began to think of a suitable cover. After looking around town as a tourist would, he concluded that it might be possible to construct some sort of surrealist "Manhattan Skyline" out of all those gilded souvenirs that are sold to tourists in Times Square and elsewhere.

So he began to look for enough parts: the Statue of Liberty and the Empire State Building were a cinch; slightly more difficult were the RCA Building and the UN; the Woolworth Building (or what looked a bit like it) turned up in a junk shop on Third Avenue. The Chrysler Building was unavailable, so he substituted a machine gun bullet that had been converted into a cigarette lighter.

Some of the more recent additions to the skyline had to be specially manufactured. Our Art Department's Judy Loeser went off to collect bars of clear plastic that, when stood on end, would resemble new structures like the Chase. Then, Ann Wilson, the lady who actually runs this magazine, found some chocolate souvenir buildings in Brooklyn. Finally, the editor raided his son's toy chest and added a few more souvenirs from other cities.

Having started you off with some clues, we are inviting you to enter a contest to identify the more mysterious components of our skyline. The winner will receive a lifetime subscription to The Forum.

With their bag of tricks filled up, our editors next looked for a photographer sufficiently imaginative to transform the collection into a great picture. The choice was a young girl, Clara Aich, a refugee from Hungary and now a resident of New York. Her skill in transforming a playful editorial idea into a brilliant image speaks for itself.—L.W.M.
We give library planners some exceptional things to work with...

**Modular Charging Desks:** Styled for prestige, built for lasting beauty, and designed to provide the flexibility needed for modern charging desk efficiency.

**Shelving:** Thoroughly distinctive in design, quality of materials and construction. Gaily colored steel as well as beautifully hand-rubbed hardwood shelves.

**Tables:** Your choice of a wealth of styles, shapes and designs. In a variety of rich wood grains and colorful metal finishes. Modern, functional, durable.

**Technical equipment:** Not merely functional but colorful. A whole range...magazine and newspaper racks, dictionary stands, book trucks and display cases. Even bulletin boards.
Even if we only offered an assortment of product features, we’d still be exceptionally well-suited to your needs. Consider some of these features. We design our LIBRARY BUREAU® furniture specifically for libraries. We build it of the very finest hardwoods (or of combinations of wood and metal). We densify uprights for ultranariness. We hand-match veneers. We perform many of our other operations by hand, too—including sanding, staining, finishing and rubbing. What really gives an edge to our products, however, is our planners. Library Bureau has been serving libraries of all types and sizes for more than 90 years. In the process we’ve accumulated an exceptional amount of expertise on the subject of library layout and decor. We know ways of providing efficient service while maintaining an atmosphere conducive to concentration. As a result, we’re often invited to work closely with architects and other library planners during the actual preliminary design stages. Whatever your particular needs, there’s a lot more to work with at Library Bureau. Ask your representative for details. He’s in your phone book under Remington Rand.

**Including people.**


Card Catalog Cases: Heartily endorsed by librarians everywhere because of their modern styling, outstanding quality and availability in a multitude of sizes and colors.

We are skilled in providing architects and library planners with creative ideas in layout and decor as well as the function of furniture and equipment.
a new weapon

against illegal entry

You are looking at a revolutionary key that can't be copied on conventional key-duplicating machines. This gives you a high degree of key control. It operates a new, precision lock cylinder with three rows of interlocking pins that are highly pick-resistant. U. L. Listed for burglary protection.

There is never a chance of any key system duplicating any other. All this means maximum security against surreptitious entry.

For full details, see your Sargent distributor, or write:
Sargent & Company, 100 Sargent Drive, New Haven, Conn. 06509 •
Peterborough, Ontario • Member Producers' Council

SARGENT® MAXIMUM SECURITY SYSTEM
PART OF A COMPLETE LINE OF ADVANCED ARCHITECTURAL HARDWARE
Who says colored lockers cost more? Ours don't.

Why should lockers in your choice of our 19 decorator colors cost more? It's only a little extra effort. Where we make our big effort is in Republic locker quality—with extra features like double flanged construction, shelves made with no sharp edges, triple heavy-duty hinging, big rubber silencers, and kick-proof handles. Five-step rustproofing too.

Since we have to paint them anyway, you could say we throw the color in free.

MANUFACTURING DIVISION
REPUBLIC STEEL CORPORATION
Youngstown, Ohio 44505

* A Trademark of Republic Steel Corporation
Tinted PLEXIGLAS® puts the sun in its place

Subdued light enters this chapel through patterned-surface gray transparent Plexiglas. The tint used transmits only 44% of total solar energy. Light transmittance is 27%, and this assures the reduction of solar glare with the effectiveness of sunglasses.

Dorcas Chapel, Marian College, Fond-du-Lac, Wisconsin
Architects and Engineers: Schmidt, Garden & Erikson, Chicago

Tinted Plexiglas offers a variety of transparent colors and densities for effective control of solar energy and glare.

Additional advantages of glazing with Plexiglas acrylic sheet include:

- Impact resistance nearly twice that of tempered glass.
- Distortion-free transparency.
- Light weight for easy installation.
- A wide range of sheet sizes and thicknesses for design flexibility.
- Easy formability for domed enclosure glazing.

Does tinted Plexiglas suggest itself for a solar control problem you have in mind, window glazing, sun screens, skylights, transparent enclosures? Write to us for technical data and our folder PL-712 “Specification and Installation Instructions for Window Glazing with Plexiglas”.

Associated Architects: Stevenson Flamer, Eason Cross and Harry Adreon

Pleasant exterior visibility is provided for this gymnasium through transparent walls of solar glare and heat reducing gray Plexiglas. Grandstands on each side of the playing floor are flanked by the transparent walls, giving spectators a unique out-of-doors feeling.
The giant U.S. Pavilion at Canada's Expo '67 is glazed with formed 10' x 12' panels of transparent gray Plexiglas of varying densities. The variation in densities provides graduated control of solar energy and glare. Higher densities are in the upper sections where maximum heat and light control is needed.

Plexiglas is the only glazing material that combines the properties necessary to meet the unique requirements of the U.S. Pavilion. These requirements are: transparency, light weight, breakage resistance, weatherability, formability and solar heat and light control.

Warm beauty and inherent durability are the result of the combination of the sculptor's art and the foundryman's skills.

S&G carries on this tradition with the art of functional design and ageless durability in institutional hardware—in bronze...cast in our own foundries, machined and carefully finished under one roof—with one high standard of quality control.

For one hundred and ten years architects have specified Sargent & Greenleaf products where quality is paramount.
Design of Dazzling New Department Store in Dallas Includes Electric "Bootstrap" Heat Pump System

DALLAS, TEXAS—Dallas has a new department store and it's "Texas-style" all the way. Taking up nearly an entire city block, the new Sanger-Harris Department Store is a striking addition to the downtown Dallas area. From its four-story white marble arches and multi-colored glass mosaic mural to its black and white terrazzo sidewalks, the handsome new structure is a dazzling combination of the old and the new in what architect Thomas Stanley describes as "a contemporary adaptation of classical architecture."

The arches are free-standing on two sides of the building and the perimeter walls are suspended from the roof to give an open colonnade effect. The arches on the other two sides are an integral part of the building walls. The huge mosaic mural, designed by architect Stanley, covers all four sides of the structure and is illuminated at night by lights on the back of the columns.

The interior of the building is equally lavish and very modern. To help make shopping even more pleasant and comfortable, project engineer Barton B. Wallace, Jr., of Herman Blum Consulting Engineers, selected an internal source electric heat pump system for year-round environmental control. Cooling is provided by 1,585 tons of electrically-driven refrigeration equipment. The building's heating requirements are met by the high level lighting and by the occupants (estimated to reach 9,000 at peak periods), and the structure requires no additional heat unless the outdoor temperature drops below 11F. "This is why the application of a heat conservation system was a natural for this building," says engineer Wallace. "Instead of dumping the unwanted heat through the cooling tower in winter, the electric system transfers it to the perimeter walls where it is needed."

The "bootstrap" electric heat pump system employs two centrifugal refrigeration machines which operate in series in summer and in parallel in winter. The chillers are installed on the top floor of a two-story penthouse and the hot and chilled water pumps on the lower level, between the two built-up, two-story air handling systems which distribute more than 400,000 cfm to the building.

"The flexibility of the electric system was a major factor in its selection," Mr. Wallace says, "and the installed cost of $518 a ton, and the projected operating costs, compared favorably with flame fuel systems in the Dallas area. Everyone seems well pleased with our choice."
1 **CATEGORY OF STRUCTURE:**
Commercial—Department Store

2 **GENERAL DESCRIPTION:**
Area: 463,000 sq ft
Volume: 7,485,200 cu ft
Number of floors: six
Number of occupants: 9,000 peak
Types of areas: retail sales, office, storage, receiving and shipping

3 **CONSTRUCTION DETAILS:**
Glass: single
Exterior walls: concrete block with ¾" marble veneer, 1" mineral wool insulation (R/4), ¾" gypsum board. U-factor: .14
Roof or ceilings: concrete slab, insulation deck (R/4) and built-up roof with white marble chips. U-factor: .15
Floors: concrete floor with pan joist, tile and carpet
Gross exposed wall area: 52,770 sq ft
Glass area: 5,935 sq ft

4 **ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN CONDITIONS:**
*Heat:*
Heat loss Btuh: 8,020,000
Normal degree days: 2,363
Ventilation requirements: 80,000 cfm

*Cooling:*
Heat gain Btuh: 17,280,000
Ventilation requirements: 80,000 cfm

5 **LIGHTING:**
Levels in footcandles: 20-100
Levels in watts/sq ft: 1-5
Type: fluorescent and incandescent

6 **HEATING AND COOLING SYSTEM:**
An all-electric, totally integrated heating, lighting, and air conditioning system utilizing an internal heat source heat pump. Cooling is provided by two hermetic centrifugal refrigerating machines of 1,000-ton and 585-ton capacity and heating is provided from internal heat sources—lighting and occupants, up to 9,000 people at peak periods. The building loads balance at 11F outdoor temperature.

7 **ELECTRICAL SERVICE:**
Type: underground Voltage: 265/460v, 3 phase, 4 wire, wye Metering: secondary

8 **CONNECTED LOADS:**
Cooling (1,585 tons) 1,446 kw
Ventilation 451 kw
Lighting 3,220 kw
Cooking 513 kw
Other 332 kw
TOTAL 5,962 kw

9 **INSTALLED COST:**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General Work</td>
<td>$3,598,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plumbing &amp; Mech.</td>
<td>970,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrical</td>
<td>583,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sprinkler System</td>
<td>214,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>$5,320,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Building was completed 8/65

10 **HOURS AND METHODS OF OPERATION:**
Store opens at 9:30 a.m. Monday through Saturday and closes at 5:45 p.m. except on Monday and Thursday when it closes at 9 p.m.

11 **OPERATING COST:**
Period: 11/65 through 10/66
Actual degree days: 2,228
Actual kwh: 11,600,800
Actual cost: $104,714.55
Cost per kwh: 9.03 cents
*For total electrical usage

12 **UNUSUAL FEATURES:**
During unoccupied periods in cold weather, outdoor air is cut off and the lighting system turns on automatically to maintain interior temperatures. Lights in display windows, give enough heat to provide a buffer zone. Display windows are fed conditioned air through floor level slots, and air is exhausted into the ceiling plenum by auxiliary fans. The three street entrances are equipped with air curtains.

13 **REASONS FOR INSTALLING ELECTRIC HEAT:**
An internal source electric heat pump system was selected because available heat within the structure is sufficient to off-set heat loss if properly redistributed. Building thermal loads balance at 11F outdoor temperature. The electric system also compared favorably in installation and operating costs with flame fuel systems and offered the added advantages of being extremely flexible, clean and convenient.

14 **PERSONNEL:**
Owner: Federated Department Stores, Inc.
Architect: Thomas E. Stanley
Consulting Engineers: Herman Blum
General Contractor: Robert E. McKee, Inc.
Electrical Contractor: Fisk Electric Co.
Utility: Dallas Power & Light Company

15 **PREPARED BY:**
C. B. Mallet, Jr., Power Service Engineer, Dallas Power & Light Company

16 **VERIFIED BY:**
Thomas E. Stanley, AIA

The Consulting Engineers Council USA, has confirmed the above categories of information as being adequate to provide a comprehensive evaluation of the building project reviewed.

NOTICE: This is one of a series of case histories of buildings in all structural categories. If you are an architect or consulting engineer; an architectural or engineering student; an educator; a government employee in the structural field; a builder or owner, you may receive the complete series free by filling out the strip coupon at the left and mailing it to EHA. If you are not in one of the above categories, you may receive the series at nominal cost.

ELECTRIC HEATING ASSOCIATION, INC. 750 THIRD AVE., NEW YORK, N.Y. 10017
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THE EXPRESSWAY PERIL

Forum: Thank you for the excellent article on the Vieux Carré expressway in New Orleans (Mar. ’67). It has already served a tremendous purpose by being art and parcel of Mr. Morris et al.’s legal deposit for a lawsuit, which he delivered here on Tuesday. It had the defendants’ lawyers shaking, and he did a masterful job.

I must commend Mrs. Dunhill for hitting the nail so squarely on the head. While our lawsuit rests in Federal court, the state highway department has just released its “Arsenic and Iron Lace” cosmetic treatment to the monstrosity—complete with false arches, iron railing, and “authentic type”rench Quarter lanterns as the abilline and inspired answer to all our woes! In other words, the viaduct engineers have concocted “Instant History” (see page 33).

I must say the design is both quaint and “unique,” but hardly within the intent of the protective laws of the historic area. This beauty has been sent to the Bureau of Public Roads for their final approval, which we hope to stymie.

The mayor of New Orleans and the city councilman (with a determined citizens delegation) asked Mr. Charles Haar of HUD, in Washington last week, for the intergovernmental task force study requested last October by the National Trust. Lack of official community support has kept Washington mum on the subject, but now that Philadelphia’s task force has proved effective in saving Independence National Park, what excuse can they offer for our second most important ensemble nationally?

Please keep up your good work. We, and all other beleaguered cities need your type of support.

MARK LOWREY
President
Vieux Carré Property Owners and Associates, Inc.

Forum: I was recently referred to your March issue for the article on the Museum of Modern Art’s urbanism exhibition. (I had written an indignant letter to the publicity director about my disappointment in the projects presented.) Overcoming my initial skepticism about Forum printing a thorough critique of that misguided venture, but trusting in Mr. Hatch’s opinion, I paged through a copy in our Art and Architecture library. To my grateful surprise, in the process I came across other articles of constructive comment and controversy. Furthermore, I could not find any mention of Johnson, Rudolph, etc.

— I guess you have left them to the New York Times Magazine. In their place were photographs and drawings of whole buildings, set down in their sites as use.

(continued on page 16)
Some people believe a door should be a work of art.

Schlage does.

A door should be many things. A thing of form and beauty. A warm invitation to enter. Strong security against the thief in the night. It should be an enduring thing, able to stand the test of time. At Schlage we feel these three are inseparable. We start with the design integrity of our cylindrical lock, invented and perfected by Schlage. We offer you the widest selection of designs and finishes; your choice of many to complement your plans. To design superiority, we add superior materials, worked to the closest tolerances in the industry. Thus is assured long, trouble-free, useful lock life. Premium metals, rigid tolerances, exacting inspections: lockmaking is a precise art at Schlage. No manufacturer can offer you more. A Schlage lock is a lock that makes economic and artistic sense. A lock that has no equal.
We can carpet every floor in a different pattern.

If your job called for a different pattern for every floor in the Empire State Building—Alexander Smith could do it. Even every area of every floor.

If your job calls for carpeting a hotel, a hospital, a theater, a library, a steamship or a supermarket, check with us. Alexander Smith has the industry's largest and most experienced staff of designers and engineers, whose job is to solve your carpeting problems.

We'll give you all the answers to: What type of carpet is your best dollar value for each floor area? What are the hidden problems in specifying the carpet for your job? How to color-coordinate every floor in the building? We'll give you all the facts—so that you can make the best decision.

Backing up our creative design staff are the enormous Alexander Smith manufacturing resources and the highest standards of carpet quality.

So the next time you have a skyscraper to carpet (or something a little smaller) give us a call. We're sure we can help.

Alexander Smith
CARPETS AND RUGS
295 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10016
Bring the outdoors in.

New Pastorale . . . a totally new concept in pattern design for FORMICA® brand laminate.

A fresh departure in high fashion design for laminate surfacing.

New Pastorale . . . a delicate leaf and foliage design borrowed from nature on a grand scale. Spring and Autumn shades offer unusual decorating possibilities for counters, cabinets, feature walls and built-in fixtures. No maintenance problems ever! Tough durable surface of FORMICA® brand laminates shrugs off spills and stains, wipes clean in a jiffy. For samples, contact your Formica representative.

There are other brands of laminated plastic but only one FORMICA® BRAND laminated plastic
DO YOU DESIGN YOUR BUILDINGS
TO TAKE CARE OF FUTURE REQUIREMENTS?
IF YOU DO (AND WE'RE SURE YOU DO)

SPECIFY THE ORIGINAL
ANCHORPAC
REFUSE COMPACTION & HANDLING SYSTEM

Whether your building is commercial, industrial or institutional, it needs a complete Refuse Handling System. You wouldn't use candles when you can have central heating systems. Why? Because they are unreliable, time consuming, and most important, they don't do the job! The Anchorpac Refuse Removal System is the answer to the problem of every building. It has been proven and accepted nationwide to be reliable, efficient and less time consuming than any other system available to you.

IT STAYS ON THE JOB!
PATENTED AND PATS PENDING

FOR MORE INFORMATION, REQUEST OUR GENERAL CATALOG AND SPECIFICATIONS.

ANCHOR MACHINE COMPANY, INC.
P. O. BOX 260 • JACKSON, MICHIGAN 49202
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(continued from page 11)

ful things. Neither was the coverage restricted to single buildings, but there were groups of buildings and cities even.

ROBERT H. KUEHN JR.
New Haven, Conn. Architecture Student

MISPLACED GILT?
Forum: Reading the “Nervi’s Gilded Gateway” article in the March Forum, I too, as the interviewed architects, failed to identify the building, but for reasons radically different from those mentioned.

As a frequent observer of this particular “work of such a celebrated figure” I fail to overcome and sound the praise for what is essentially a poor design both functionally and esthetically.

Firstly: why make the Port of New York Authority (an attractive villain, I will admit) the scapegoat for the designer’s lack of judgment and understanding in omitting elementary weather protection? “Glazing of the triangular openings and windbreaks... with plastic canopies” might not have been necessary had Nervi planned a building for its purpose instead of an exercise in “barly trusswork.”

And, incidentally, the “muscular concrete diagonals” are a false—no more than a cosmetic for the wide-flange steel sections of a large part of the structure.

As to the esthetics—don’t you find the puny edges of roof slab picking at the skyline rather pathetic? And what of the clumsily rounded pilasters at the clerestory ends, awkwardly sloping to the very edge of the vertical trusswork, the neutre visual discomfort of which is evident even from photographs (page 72)?

Truly, the only good view is the aerial one—for the birds, obviously.

New York City

A SMOOTH BLEND
Forum: One great consolation of living a long time is the privilege of seeing what seemed like irreconcilable opposites merge into unexpected combinations. Who would have believed, in say, 1939, that one shining day we would see a merger of the restless “endless” Johnson’s Wax Factory with the poised but static curved wind-screens atop the Villa Savoye, or, for this is not all, a synthesis of Oud’s placid, soft-cornered hous-
Exotic new patterned glass “originals” from L·O·F

They’re called Bamboo and Grassweave. We created them to complement oriental settings . . . or any modern styling that calls for imagination and excitement. Use them wherever you want glass walls or panels for light, with translucence for privacy. American-made. L·O·F offers you 11 patterns from which to choose. All are readily available. See them at your nearby L·O·F distributor or dealer (listed under “Glass” in the Yellow Pages). Or call him for samples.

Libbey·Owens·Ford Toledo, Ohio 43624
If it's pitched or flat, vertical or curved—roof it with single-ply HYPALON*

This lightweight material will install easily on most nonresidential roofs constructed today. Use it on pitched, flat, vertical or simple-curved surfaces. And use it for reroofing, too.

One-ply roofing is made with HYPALON bonded to a Neoprene bound asbestos felt. It is highly resistant to sunlight, weather, ozone, abrasion and industrial atmospheres. It is also flame-resistant. Consider these advantages on your next roofing job...and the next...

Du Pont makes Neoprene and HYPALON, not single-ply roofing. Write for information. Du Pont Company, Room 4968-B, Wilmington, Delaware 19898

If you have a problem on the boards that calls for large luminous areas, our electric Sky-Light is worth your consideration.

Cleanly detailed without exposed hardware, it provides large areas of light and involves none of the costs and complications of luminous ceilings. Sky-Light was engineered to integrate with a conventional tile or plaster ceiling.

A system of coordinated units in six sizes up to 4' x 4' allows you to illuminate large work areas, create traffic patterns and accentuate small areas all with a continuity of design.

The frame is made of matte white, heavy-gauge extruded aluminum that will not bow. The corners are mitered and welded to reduce the trim to a minimum. A deep reveal gives the frame a soft luster which does away with the dark cluttered appearance usually produced by flat runners.

And the structural acrylic diffuser is matte-finished on both sides to completely eliminate reflections from windows or other light sources.

Write us for further information, or visit our showrooms.

We think it's a major step forward in the lighting of large areas.

The Sky-Light is one of the many efforts by Lightolier to better coordinate lighting with architecture.

INNOVATORS IN THE DESIGN AND ENGINEERING OF LIGHTING

LIGHTOLIER®

Showrooms: 11 East 38th Street, New York; 1207 Merchandise Mart, Chicago; 1719 Hi-Line Dr., Dallas; 2015 South Broadway, Los Angeles; 697 Mission Street, San Francisco; 4036 Bourg Street, St. Laurent, Montreal, Canada.

(1) Extruded aluminum trim (.125" wall), with mitered, welded corners and matte white finish. (2) Cap screw clamps and precisely aligns fixtures. (3) Structural acrylic diffuser, matte finished on both sides. (4) Fully adjustable pattern mounting hanger, accessible from inside of fixture. (5) Suspension channel.
Here’s a good question to ask when specifying any air conditioning equipment.

“How long will it last?”
Because Carrier equipment performs so long and so well…it holds down owning and operating costs. Carrier builds up to a standard—not down to a price. And that’s why more people put their confidence in Carrier than in any other make.

Carrier Air Conditioning Company
For complete product information, call or write your nearest Carrier representative. He is in the Yellow Pages.
Mosaic Quarry Tile.

It gives you more to work with. (11 rich colors.)

When the need is for a floor of quarry tile, why feel walled in? You've got Mosaic Quarry Tile to work with. It comes in eleven colors — considerably more than anybody else. Seven different sizes, too. And that gives you plenty of room to move around in.

No matter which color you select, you’ll find it goes along with anything else you have in mind. Color compatibility is built into every Mosaic Quarry Tile.

Our Carlyle Russet 170, above, is a good example. Notice how it harmonizes with the wall colors (background, 6448 Parchment; with vertical abstract in 1511 Venetian Pink, 6451 Fawn Beige and 6447 Gold Dust). Like to see our ten other warm, down-to-earth colors?

Contact any Mosaic Regional Manager, Branch Manager or Tile Contractor for samples, colors, prices and availability.

See Yellow Pages “Tile-Ceramic-Contractors.” Or write: The Mosaic Tile Co., 55 Public Square, Cleveland, Ohio 44113. In the western states: 909 Railroad St., Corona, Calif. 91720.

“Mosaic” is the trademark of The Mosaic Tile Company.
...and the first tenant hasn't even moved in.

Modern design, engineering and construction—with outdated communications planning—add up to obsolescence. Chances are your tenants will need more than just telephones. They'll probably use Data-Phone® service, tele-typewriter, Tele-Lecture, even closed-circuit TV. Make your building truly modern by allowing for these services in the blueprints. Avoid expensive alterations and unsightly wiring later.

Just call 212-393-4537, collect, and we'll send you a complete list of our Architect and Builder Service representatives.

Visit our exhibit at the 1967 meeting of the American Institute of Architects in New York.
NEW Amarlite Vault Action Windows feature a bank-vault style smooth sloped sill and frame, creating a self-wedging seal that defies the weather. New sill design eliminates weep holes, water dams, and minimizes dust and dirt accumulation. Heavy duty, adjustable friction hinge holds window firmly open, glass easily replaced from the inside. Fast delivery to the job site on a complete variety of standard sizes. See Sweet's, our representative, or write us.
Building today for tomorrow’s discoveries

The past half-century has been the most productive period in the technological advance of civilization. Much of this amazing progress is the result of man’s ability to equip himself with the tools and facilities with which to work.

Building modern structures to house the facilities of industry and science is a major activity of the Aberthaw Construction Co. A nationally renowned leader in the construction of enduring structures, Aberthaw has pioneered the development of revolutionary building techniques to complement the rigid demands of today’s sophisticated technologies.

For nearly three-quarters of a century, the name Aberthaw has been identified with quality construction, on-time performance and best final costs. Write to us for a complete list of our work, our clients and any specific information you may desire.

ABERTHAW CONSTRUCTION CO.
60 State Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02109 / 482-8830
We call ours Tamara. It's a Koroseal vinyl wall covering.
It gives you the same expensive look of natural grass cloth, but there the similarity ends.
Koroseal is economical.
It resists smudges, scratches, stains and all the other perils that ruin the real thing. It won't shred, chip, flake, yellow, fade or crumble.
It's easy to hang, too. To keep clean. It's washable, over and over again. Even flame-resistant.
Koroseal grass cloth comes in Pure White, Bone White, Tea Leaf Green, Eggshell, Ivory, Opal, Oriental Blue, Bamboo, Limed White, Natural, Hemp (a few shades darker than natural), Olive, Ming Red, Taiwan Tan, and Char Brown.
If you like the real thing, you'll like our improved version of it even more.
So next time, use Koroseal vinyl wall covering.
In schools, where there's lots of use

NORTON SERIES 1600 CLOSERS

Series 1600 closer provides door control for these busy gymnasium doors. Even here, where the closers were selected for their ability to withstand heavy traffic, installations are attractive; compatible with other door hardware.

NORTON SERIES 6100 CONTROLS

Series 6120 Uni-Trol controllers are used to control these main entrance doors as well as side exit doors. During off-peak traffic, units operate as regular door closers. Although traffic does not warrant it at the moment, the hold open mechanism has been engaged and the doors are being held open. Installation shown at right was made to correct a door control problem on an existing building.
and some abuse
NORTON® CLOSERS CONTROL DOORS—NOT DESIGN

Remember, the first impression received of your building is the contact made at the doors. This first contact is very important. At the same time, these doors must be properly controlled to assure the safety and convenience of the users of the building. Norton door controls have been designed with these dual purposes in mind—preservation of the esthetic appearance of the building while providing dependable door control.

This problem is particularly acute in school buildings where the volume of traffic and the exuberance of the children put all hardware to its ultimate test. On school buildings, especially, rugged dependability and efficient door control are a necessity. You can be sure of maximum safety and long life without disrupting the esthetic appearance of your building because all Norton door control products have been engineered to control doors—not design.

NORTON SERIES 1600 CLOSERS

Series 1600 Tri-Style door closers offer an almost unlimited degree of application flexibility. They can be installed anywhere and you're assured perfect door control. Norton Series 1600 closers are capable of withstanding the heaviest traffic year after year.

Choose the mounting best suited to your decor.

INVISIBLE MOUNTING: Perma-hold Plate is mounted to the door. Closer is then locked to the plate. No screws are visible.

EXPOSED MOUNTING: Closer is mounted to the door by means of exposed screws.

NORTON SERIES 6100 CONTROLS

Series 6100 Uni-Trol control is a combination door closer/door holder. Your door is under control at all times, regardless of the volume of traffic and door frame and controller is protected from the roughest use.

This unique door control has been designed to coordinate all door control functions.

(1) Cushions the opening of the door
At almost full open, the arm engages a spring in the shock absorber mounted to the soffit plate. Opening momentum is absorbed.

(2) Stops the door
As the spring in the shock absorber is compressed, the door is stopped. There's no shock to the door, hinges or Uni-trol.

(3) Holds the door open
Spring loaded hardened steel ball in the holding mechanism is engaged by a recess in the Uni-trol fore-arm. The door is held open.

(4) Closes the door
When released a dependable Norton spring-loaded rack-and-pinion mechanism supplies power to close the door.

(5) Regulates closing and latch speeds
Dependable Norton hydraulic system provides key-operated control to regulate both closing speed and the latch speed.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
YOUR NORTON REPRESENTATIVE OR WRITE:

EATON VALE & TOWNE
372 Meyer Road, Bensenville, Illinois, 60106
77 Carlingview Drive, Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada
Through this new system you may design for room rearrangement at will while maintaining environment standards.

Here is a sea of space, air and light. And in this sea; heating, cooling, ventilation and illumination are furnished from above ceiling plane, in such dispersion that they do not restrict the possible arrangement of rooms. Then too—the structural system is so precise that by shifting movable partitions or operable walls, a great many room plan arrangements are feasible, present and future, while always providing environment matching or exceeding that with fixed partitions.

This is no pipe dream. It is Space Grid—a system of integrated structural and mechanical systems representing the cooperative design development of a unified structural/mechanicals system by five national manufacturers; each highly qualified in their own specialties.

Now, instead of spending frustrating days integrating a half-dozen mechanical systems which were designed without relation to one another, you start with your total structural/mechanical instrument, and proceed to design for the maximum efficiency of all component systems.

Space Grid is one of the successful solutions to the much-publicized SCSD** performance specification for California school construction. But the range of resources represented by the collaborating manufacturers comprising Space Grid extends its application to manufacturing, administration, commerce, recreation, rest homes and other similar end uses. Fast construction and single responsibility are bonus benefits. For further details, refer to Sweet's File 2A/Bu. Or write direct to Architectural Systems Department, Butler Manufacturing Company, 7336 East 13th Street, Kansas City, Missouri 64126.


**SCSD is the School Construction Systems Development project of the Educational Facilities Laboratories.

™SPACE GRID SYSTEM
What kind of architects specify Indiana Limestone?

Imaginative ones.

Indiana Limestone’s unusual flexibility provides architects with a medium unsurpassed for creating sculptured forms, distinctive in texture and configuration. Note the exciting crenelated application in this trend-setting design. Massive, vertically striated limestone panels supply a vibrant textural climax to the ordered placement of columns. Three shiplap courses produce a 41 foot vertical rise around the entire periphery of each building element. Specify designable, economical Indiana Limestone. Join the renaissance in architecture.

For more information, write
111 West Fourth Street,
or call Area Code
812-339-3439
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA

ARCHITECTS AND ENGINEERS: SKIDMORE, OWINGS & MERRILL
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: PEPPER CONSTRUCTION COMPANY / LIMESTONE QUARREYED BY INDIANA LIMESTONE COMPANY
Enter the university library of the future. You see books, of course, but so much more. Vocal and mechanical access to information retrieval systems. Audiovisual devices to show current events or play back recorded history, music. Private and group study carrels with controls for environment and selection of visual backgrounds. And all elements interrelated through electronic data processing.

It's not such a "years-away" concept, really. The basic techniques exist right now. So does the remarkable ceiling. You could specify the Armstrong C-60 Luminaire Ceiling System today and do it in ample variation to meet almost any aesthetic or service requirement.

Versatility marks the Luminaire Ceiling System—versatility in every respect. First it performs many functions: lighting, air distribution, acoustical control, rated fire protection. Then it gives you remarkable latitude to create distinctive, personal designs in almost unlimited numbers. And you have a choice in the way the system accomplishes its functions. Consider air distribution. The C-60 Luminaire Ceiling System feeds conditioned air into the room below through thousands of perforations in each ceiling panel. It does the job silently, evenly, without so much as a hint of draft. Or the ceiling can distribute air from virtually invisible, "whisper-quiet" linear diffusers built into the system's suspension system.

Whichever method you select, you have the ability to regulate air flow (from 1 to over 5 cfm per square foot) to suit the needs of the project without a single diffuser intruding to mar your design.

The same flexibility applies to lighting. You can have anywhere from 30 to more than 200 fc at surprising economy, because a Luminaire System starts with fewer lamps to achieve a given level of illumination. Quite naturally it operates on lower wattage and requires fewer lamp and ballast replacements.

It also offers highly efficient acoustical control.

Yes, the Luminaire Ceiling System combines many factors in one easy-to-install package. Installation instructions, application-engineering data, and guideline specifications will tell you more about it all. Ask for them by writing Armstrong, 4212 Rooney Street, Lancaster, Pennsylvania 17604.
Last November, the citizens of Hartford, Conn., voted to build six badly needed public schools at a total cost of $44.9 million. A selection committee was then set up to pick the best architectural firm that could be found to design (and/or to coordinate the design of) these six new schools. It was a good committee: among its members were such experienced architect-selectors as Dr. Anthony Adinolfi of the New York State University Construction Fund, and Art Critic Belle Ribecco. So far, so good.

Last month, after many interviews, the selection committee announced that it had narrowed down its choice to three firms: Caudill-Rowlett-Scott of Houston, Tex.; The Architects Collaborative (TAC) of Cambridge, Mass.; and John Andrews & Partners of Toronto. Andrews, shown below on one of the terraces of his fabulous Scarborough College near Toronto (May '66 issue) is Australian by origin; one of his partners, Robert Anderson, is British by birth; his staff consists of architects from the U.S., Barbados, Rhodesia, South Africa, and Scotland.

When the list of finalists was announced, there were the usual muffled moans and groans from those who hadn’t made it. This time, however, there were also some ugly rumors to the effect that one or two of the “also rans” were trying to use pressure to muscle their way into the select group of finalists. Pressured or not, Hartford’s Corporation Counsel announced that it had narrowed down its choice to three firms: Caudill-Rowlett-Scott of Houston, Tex.; The Architects Collaborative (TAC) of Cambridge, Mass.; and John Andrews & Partners of Toronto. Andrews, shown below on one of the terraces of his fabulous Scarborough College near Toronto (May '66 issue) is Australian by origin; one of his partners, Robert Anderson, is British by birth; his staff consists of architects from the U.S., Barbados, Rhodesia, South Africa, and Scotland.

When the list of finalists was announced, there were the usual muffled moans and groans from those who hadn’t made it. This time, however, there were also some ugly rumors to the effect that one or two of the “also rans” were trying to use pressure to muscle their way into the select group of finalists.
The idea is not entirely new. There have been earlier proposals to assemble multistory structures by piling prefabricated boxes upon prefabricated boxes. The Russians have built apartments like that for years; and there have been proposals, on paper, to erect multistory frames, and to insert into them prefabricated apartments.

But now there is Habitat 67—an accomplished fact. And, suddenly, the idea is no longer a pipe dream. All over the world, the notion of building with boxes is recognized as a realistic alternative.

"There is one thing stronger than all the armies in the world," Victor Hugo once said, "and that is an idea whose time has come." Despite its many shortcomings, the idea of Habitat seems to have come.

The three-part article on the next 17 pages has a beginning, a middle, and an end. Its beginning is Habitat 67, discussed, critically, by Robin Boyd; its middle is a survey of the highly sophisticated technology available today to anyone wishing to build with boxes—and the implications of this technology; and its end is what may be the first good-looking U. S. building to have been constructed, almost entirely, of prefabbed "mobile homes."

Habitat 67 is spectacular, wonderful, and, in some ways, a failure. Its form, its plan, its philosophy, its implications for urban living in the future—all these are enormously impressive and largely convincing. But its technology is, quite obviously, anachronistic.

Many people will condemn Habitat 67 because it does not work in technological, economic, 20th-century terms. They will be right, and they will, also, be very wrong. It is quite true that Habitat 67 could have been built—as we will suggest in this article—of metal-and-plastic boxes, weighing a mere fraction of the weight of the 90-ton concrete crates that make up the prototype in Montreal. But it was difficult enough to realize the spatial, esthetic, social, and planning concepts in any form; and since Habitat 67 was built as part of an exposition, and subsidized by governmental agencies as a major experiment in housing concepts, its success or failure in economic terms is somewhat irrelevant. As its designer, Moshe Safdie, has pointed out: "If you built only one prototype Ford, its cost would be prohibitive. Obviously, the car becomes economical only if it is mass-produced. We built only a handful of apartments at Habitat, but we are all tooled up to build tens of thousands of them."

Now that Habitat 67 has been built, it will be possible to study the effect of this revolutionary kind of housing upon its inhabitants. And, after the bugs have been eliminated, it will be possible to adapt existing box-building technology and make the Habitat notion economically feasible as well. For the next step after Habitat, see pages 42-45.
1. EXPERIMENTING WITH BOXES
Moshe Safdie was the architect of Habitat 67 in every sense of the word. Without him it would not only have looked different, it would not have happened at all.

It was he who first proposed the idea of a living demonstration of urban housing as one of the highlights of Expo 67. He was working on a master plan for the Canadian Corporation for the 1967 World Exhibition, and he saw the chance to build the subject of his final-year thesis study at McGill University—a study that was still much in his thoughts. He sold the idea to the corporation, was granted money to develop it, and prepared a presentation that carried away three governments: municipal, provincial, and federal. Thus it happened in 1964 that Safdie, at the age of 26 and just three years out of college was commissioned to build his dream.

It was not a lonely dream. The Habitat idea has hovered in the background of the architectural conscience all this century, one way or another. Its basis is that modern architecture must become more involved in making an appropriate total environment for modern life. The rules require the integration of ear traffic, vertical circulation, outdoor and indoor communal amenities, and last, but perhaps not entirely least, apartments in which people might actually want to live. Not so very long ago its image was the Corbu spectacle of towering headstones linked by ribbons of elevated roads strung across parkland. This vision faded after World War II when glass slab skyscrapers and elevated freeways suddenly appeared in disordered abundance and lost their romantic novelty. So the monumental vision dissolved into Le Corbusier’s Unité d’Habitation, in which the individual units were beginning to have identity. Then the Unité image gave way to the cluster concept, which starts with the individual units and builds up to a monument.

According to Reyner Banham, the cluster concept was first stated in an article by Kevin Lynch in 1954—the year Unité was completed. In 1957 Alison and Peter Smithson described the ideal as a “close-knit, complicated, often-moving aggregation, but an aggregation with a distinct structure.” They advised: “We must think out for each place the sort of structure which can grow and yet be clear and easily understood at each stage of development.”

In the following decade many a building was erected which professed to subscribe to these high principles but which finished up as just another closed, competitive apartment block. In 1960, Kenzo Tange, with his students at MIT, first gave the cluster a powerful image, and later that same year developed the idea further in his well-known proposal of a plan for Tokyo.

But Moshe Safdie was the first to keep hold of the ideals, and a strong image, and to get it built—even if not quite as he first proposed.

His original scheme had some 900 dwellings for 5,000 people in two separated blocks. The larger was composed of parallel, spaced, staggered rows of neo-Unité slabs which were, in effect, toppled inwards until their top corners touched and they supported each other while making an equilateral triangle with the ground. This vision faded after World War II when glass slab skyscrapers and elevated freeways suddenly appeared in disorgan
whereas in Safdie's scheme the undersides of the slopes still had open outlooks. His smaller block was a shorter modification of the first; all the slabs leaned the one way, although they zig-zagged in plan. They were supported by vertical circulation shafts.

What has been built is only a large part of the smaller block, capable of housing some 700 people in 158 units.

Safdie's triumph is that, despite this, he has held on grimly to the essentials of the original idea and has not allowed it to become, in spirit or image, just another one of those familiar things. It manages to convince as a little scrap of tomorrow. Since this was the object of the exercise as an Expo exhibit, almost any price paid in practical building discomfort and economics was prejustified. The estimated final cost of about $100,000 per average apartment sounds ridiculous enough, but these few units have to be considered as pacemakers for something bigger, or not considered seriously at all. This cost, after all, includes massive overheads—for example, one special crane costing $750,000—which would have been no more costly for the originally planned 900 units.

The sociological objective of all clusters is to bring people back close to the heart of the city (or to cheer up those who are still left there) by restoring a sense of community—yet, at the same time, providing something of the space and privacy enjoyed in the suburbs. Habitat 67 responds to this in several ways. Its site is a socio-architect's delight, for it recovers a section of Montreal's lost waterfront. Its size is just big enough and its character quite strong enough to impress any inmate with a sense of a unique environment. There are communal play terraces, and various amenities leading off the wide balconies which serve as communication on every fourth floor and which are called, as you may have guessed, streets.

The technological objective of clusters is to exploit mass production of the minor, monotonously repetitive elements of dwellings within a major structural system. Habitat 67 responds to this with a technique already well publicized. Concrete boxes measuring 17 ft. 6 in. by 38 ft. by 10 ft. high, and weighing 90 tons, are precast in a "factory" on the site, sandblasted and fitted out on the ground, and hoisted into place on that expensive traveling crane. Compromises along the way have led to less than half the finishing trades being done on the ground. Bathrooms are continuously moulded glass fiber shells. Kitchens are neat but ordinary.

The apartments come in three sizes. The smallest is a single box (665 sq. ft.). Bigger units are made of two or three boxes linked together, usually in a two-story arrangement.

The Russians, of course, have been precasting apartment boxes for years. The standard Russian boxes are about the same size as Habitat’s, but are stacked into slabs safely and squarely and are held together by gravity. Safdie's biggest innovation was to tie pairs of blocks together vertically by post-tensioned cables, three on each side, fitted into internal pilasters, the outer ones 3 ft. from the ends of the boxes. This system allows the boxes to be stacked in almost any way imaginable. One can be tied down at right angles to the box below. Another box...
can be offset above with nearly half its length cantilevering out over, perhaps, a children's play plaza. Up to five such cantilevers may be stepped out perilously one above the other if the architect calls for it. This device has made possible the outdoor-living decks enjoyed by all apartments on exposed parts of the roofs of lower boxes. (The decks are bordered by automatically watered flower boxes!) It also provides the antigravity, science-fiction Flying Housing look, which is exciting, frivolous and entirely appropriate for Expo 67.

To that extent it is a resounding success. Nevertheless some awkwardness is inherent in the free-stacking scheme. For instance, plumbing is necessarily scattered haphazardly throughout the complex. Safdie solves the resulting problem of waste pipes by gathering those of each apartment together under a false floor and discharging them into the nearest vertical plumbing stack. He passes them through a single antisiphon trap. This eliminates the need for any back vents, which indeed would have reduced the attractions of life on the roof gardens. The system works, but the need for false timber floors everywhere deflates the concept of precast, self-sufficient boxes.

The artistic objective of clusters is to make the whole greater than the sum of the parts. Habitat 67 achieves this, first, by making sure that there is a whole. All the structural elements, the vertical elevator towers, sloping stairways and horizontal "streets," as well as the boxes, are consistently of precast concrete. The surface throughout is sandblasted and as austere as the form is extravagant. Although a fashionable diagonal is stressed both in plan and in section, the progression and recession of the boxes in defiance of the overall discipline lends a quality of irrefutable empirical aptness reminiscent of villages not far from Moshe Safdie's birthplace of Haifa. But the hollows between some boxes, affording glimpses of other precariously stacked boxes several floors and maybe hundreds of feet away, play a teasing game with space that is entirely of this century; while the concise, yet open-ended, almost still-growing form of the whole belongs intimately to the late 1960s.

Thus, in terms of sociology, technology, and architecture, Habitat 67 should go far—as far as it is possible for any building of its size to go—in fulfilling its primary function of demonstrating to Expo visitors a third way of life, and a possible way of building it.

A fourth objective of cluster blocks is humanist: to make the units especially good places for living. In Habitat 67, the apartment boxes, which are literally and figuratively the bricks that support the whole idea, are found to be, on entering, somewhat anticlimactic. After the spatial thrills and the brave grey concrete of the exterior, the inside of the boxes seems no more communicative than most other good, conventional, compact, smoothly plastered apartments. After all, that is the nature of a box. Half the model apartments have been decorated by a shelter magazine, so perhaps the interior quality of the architecture is irrelevant.

FACTS & FIGURES
2. PLANNING WITH BOXES
The chief trouble with Habitat is its very high unit cost—an average of more than $100,000 per apartment. While a great part of this high cost is due to the fact that Habitat is a prototype, and required much expensive tooling up, mass production alone is not likely to reduce Habitat's unit cost very substantially.

The fact is that Habitat is already, technologically, somewhat obsolete.

Habitat's concrete boxes weigh about 90 tons. They are 38 ft. long, 10 ft. high, and 17 ft. 6 in. wide. This means they weigh 27 lbs. per cu ft. of total bulk, and the weight per cu. ft. of usable, enclosed space is considerably higher. (The walls are either 5 in. or 12 in. thick!) By comparison, these are the characteristics of some of the other, prefabricated boxes being manufactured today:

- The large metal containers currently manufactured for shipping, trucking, and flatcar railroading, interchangeably, measure about 8 ft. by 8 ft. by 40 ft. long. (There are other sizes, but this is one standard container unit.) They are steel-framed, aluminum-finished, and some are insulated. Their weight is about 5,200 lbs., or a mere 2 lbs. per cu. ft! They can be transported by air, water, road, or rail, and are rigid enough to resist all the many different stresses and strains implied by this. Their cost is about $1 per cu. ft.

- The so-called Nutshell vacation house, manufactured in Massachusetts with an all-wood frame, measures 18 ft. by 8 ft. by (an average of) 8 ft. 6 in. high. Its total weight is 5,000 lbs., or 4 lbs. per cu ft. And this includes interior partitions. The box can be, and has been, transported by helicopter (above).

- The prefabricated vacation house—actually a trailer—manufactured by Redman Industries in Dallas, Texas, and framed in wood and steel, measures 56 ft. long, 11 ft. wide, and (an average of) 8 ft. 3 in. high. Its total weight, including interior partitions, equipment, etc., is 13,575 lbs., or 3.6 lbs. per cu ft. This one can be put on wheels and driven to its permanent site.

- And the office building for Syntex Laboratories Inc. (see pp. 46-51) is made up of two types of prefabricated boxes (below); one is 10 ft. wide, 10 ft. high, and 60 ft. long. It is manufactured in El Monte, Calif., with a light steel frame covered with sheet materials. The 60-ft.-long units weigh either 16,000 lbs. or 25,000 lbs. each, depending upon the amount of interior equipment (toilets, etc.) installed.
at the plant. That gives them a unit weight of between 2.7 and 4.2 lbs. per cu. ft. The boxes are rigid enough to be put on wheels and driven to the building site.

In all these examples, the weight per cu ft. is no more than 15 per cent of Habitat's. Moreover, in most of these examples the precision of dimensioning and of finishing is superior to that achieved at Habitat, so that a great deal of on-site patching could be avoided.

Admittedly, these light-weight boxes could not be piled up, one on top of the other, in the same manner as that employed in Montreal. But is that method really essential to the Habitat concept? Might it not make more sense to erect a simple, structural cage, integrated, possibly, with a grid of utility lines, and insert the prefabricated boxes in such a cage (above)?

Several projects now in the design stage suggest that it might, indeed, make more sense to do just that.

The one illustrated on p. 42 and below, is only three stories high, and the boxes will rest on one another without additional, structural support. The center shaft is a utility core that measures 12 ft. square in plan; grouped around this three-story core, in pinwheel fashion, will be prefabricated boxes, four to each floor, measuring 12 ft. by 30 ft. by about 9 ft. high. These boxes would be prefabbked in a mobile home manufacturer's plant, hauled to the site by truck, and hoisted into position by a 25-ton crane. None of the boxes would weigh more than 5 tons, or 3 lbs. per cu. ft. Exterior stairs will provide access to the units. The designers are Housing Research Inc., Michigan City, Ind.

Admittedly, there will be problems of fireproofing as these box clusters are extended to greater heights—and Habitat's concrete boxes do face up to these problems. Still, even with fireproofing requirements, it would seem advantageous to separate the prefabbked boxes from the structural frame and the grid of utilities. Some projects, like this early one by Paul Rudolph, have proposed suspending the boxes from concrete service towers; others have proposed inserting them into a concrete honeycomb; still others have assumed a reevaluation of codes as they apply to fireproofing. In Britain, such a reevaluation is now taking place, and it is being found that a steel frame separated from a wall by a couple of feet will not be affected by fire within the building, and need not be fire-proofed. These findings, and related developments, may profoundly affect the nature and cost of high-rise box clusters in the future.

In any event, even a multistory cluster of concrete boxes would not have to be anywhere near as heavy as the Habitat cluster if the boxes were inserted in a structural frame, rather than made to support each other.

Paul Rudolph, in his most recent scheme for a multistory cluster (opposite) proposes a vertical core with mobile-home boxes "plugged in." He would prefer to suspend the boxes from an overhead truss, but adds that "a three-dimensional structural grid of steel or concrete could also be used. However, the placement of the prefabbked units would possibly be more difficult, and the flexibility would be impaired." The latter objection need not be valid; after all, even Habitat, which is about as irregular a cluster as anyone is ever likely to construct, is governed by the regular geometry of continuous, vertical, post-tensioned cables.

In short, the technical means exist—and have existed for some time—to make the Habitat concept economical as well as beautiful. All that is necessary is to go outside the narrow confines of the traditional building industry, and to use resources in other, possibly more advanced fields of manufacturing.
3. BUILDING WITH BOXES
AN ASSEMBLY OF CONTAINERS

The evolution from shipping containers to people containers is not merely within the realm of possibility; it is already here.

In California, Architects Ian Maekinlay & Associates have taken 56 factory-produced modular units that are closely akin to shipping containers, bunched them together to form a complex of four buildings around a central courtyard, and produced a surprisingly good-looking 23,000-sq.-ft. "interim facility" for Syntex Laboratories Inc., a fast-growing drug firm.

The project took just six months from start of design to move-in. Under normal circumstances, such a project would have taken at least a year.

The units involved are slightly modified versions of standard modules that a California manufacturer, Designed Facilities Corp., has been producing for years as portable classroom buildings. They were assembled at DFC's El Monte plant near Los Angeles, placed on wheels, trucked 400 miles to the site at the Stanford Industrial Park in Palo Alto, lifted off the wheels by a crane (photo left), and set down on previously constructed concrete footings (below).

Ian Maekinlay & Associates are not the first to discover new uses for the portable classroom units. For several years DFC and other manufacturers have supplied modules for projects ranging in size from a one-unit sales office to a 97-unit, 60,000-sq.-ft. health services center. But, with Syntex, the architects have demonstrated quite handsomely that prefabrication and good looks need not be incompatible (see following pages).
The 56 modules that comprise the entire 23,000 sq. ft. of enclosed space at Syntex Laboratories' "interim facility" are grouped into four buildings to meet program requirements, separated by 20-ft.-wide breezeways, and arranged around an open mall to minimize internal corridors and encourage the interchange of ideas between the company's researchers and employees in other departments. The glazed space frame (above) gives a sense of visual enclosure to the mall and protects it from rain and the hot summer sun. Because of the nature of the space frame, the architects were able to place its 11 supporting columns almost at will.

Syntex is a leading producer of The Pill, the oral contraceptive that is helping to curb the population explosion. But its sales have had the opposite effect on the company, whose personnel roster is multiplying faster than the mice in its laboratories.

Last year, Syntex called in Building Program Associates and Baxter, McDonald & Co. as programmers to help it plan an orderly expansion of its facilities. Studies conducted by the programmers showed that the company's existing facilities (the louvered buildings in the background of the photo above) would be overtaxed long before it would normally take to build a new permanent addition.

Syntex had four major choices, the programmers said: double up on existing space; build a permanent facility on a crash basis; lease space elsewhere; or build a temporary addition on the site.

None of the alternatives especially appealed to Syntex. Doubling up would impede research and cut down on efficiency; a crash program might produce a less than adequate permanent building; and leasing would be inconvenient, since the nearest available space was at least a 20-minute drive away. As for a temporary building, Syntex feared that would mean putting up with an eyesore for three years.

The company finally reduced its considerations to leased space vs. a temporary structure, and Ian Mackinlay & Associates were called in by the programmers to run a cost comparison between the two. They discovered that the costs would be virtually equal. So the architects were retained by Syntex to produce a preliminary scheme for an interim facility. Their drawings convinced the company that a temporary structure could be handsome. They also won over Stanford University, which also was skeptical about prefabricated structures and exercised strict controls over buildings in its industrial park.

The architects' solution is a far cry from what one usually associates with a trailer-park. Rather than lining up the modular units in typical, barren-looking rectangular rows, the architects have grouped them into four irregularly shaped buildings—two offices, a cafeteria, and a conference-training center—and linked them all by a central landscaped mall. Hovering over the wood deck of the mall is a giant space frame (covered with panels of translucent plastic and cement asbestos), which not only shelters the mall but adds a vertical dimension to the project that takes the onus off the regularity of the modular units (photo opposite).

Moreover, the units themselves are considerably more attractive than the standard mobile classroom boxes from which they are designed. Working from the architects' specifications, the manufacturer modified the basic unit by removing a wide roof overhang and simplifying the facade; eliminating individual heating and air conditioning pumps that protruded from the end and the roof by substituting a central fan-coil system with the mechanical equipment contained in one of the modules. They also added a handsomely detailed steel and glass windowall (photo below).

All this cost more money, of course, but Syntex was more interested in speed of erection and a pleasant environment for its employees than in getting the cheapest building possible.
Syntex and its architects were determined not to sacrifice comfort and pleasantness in their rush to get a building up fast. The central mall, for example, with its space frame, deck, and landscaping (photo opposite), added to the cost, but Syntex considered it well worth the expense—and it did not slow up completion of the job.

The same concern also extends to the office interiors (photos left). They are spacious and airy; their floors are carpeted; the generous glass areas are protected by vertical blinds; and the furnishings are comfortable and attractive.

If Syntex had been willing to put wheels under its units and slap license plates on them, they could have been taxed as vehicles instead of buildings—at a somewhat lower rate. But Syntex resisted the temptation.

In contrast to normal practice, the architects prepared working drawings for only one part of this project—the mall. "Our primary responsibility," said George S. Winnacker, the project architect, "was that of overall concept and detailed coordination and review."

As their first step in the final design and construction process, the architects prepared working drawings for only one part of this project—the mall. "Our primary responsibility," said George S. Winnacker, the project architect, "was that of overall concept and detailed coordination and review."

As their first step in the final design and construction process, the architects prepared a bid package and sent it to four manufacturers. Two replied: DFC, the successful bidder, had begun as a trailer manufacturer; the other bidder had started out as a producer of shipping containers and graduated to people. Both companies produced light units of panel-type construction using assembly-line techniques.

Once DFC was selected, the architects set up a critical-path chart based on DFC's manufacturing cycle. This permitted the architects to schedule the work for footings, utilities, the mall, the space frame, and landscaping while DFC prepared working drawings for the modified units, and the architects and their consultants did the rest of the working drawings.

Before the modules were delivered, footings were poured and utilities run through the exposed crawl space. After the units had been set, in two two-day sessions, DFC crews moved in to complete finish work inside while other contractors installed the mechanical package, made final hookups, built the mall, and erected the space frame.

Six months after drawings were begun, Syntex moved in. The schedule called for four months, and it could have been met, claims Winnacker, if the weather had cooperated and if a manufacturing error hadn't cropped up in the modular roofs, which had to be field-corrected.

Now Syntex is proceeding unhurriedly with plans for its permanent addition. When the time comes for the company to abandon its temporary facility, the units can be sold back to DFC at a percentage of the original cost, donated to a nonprofit organization as a goodwill gesture, or moved to a distant site, such as the Palo Alto hills, as a "think tank" for the Syntex research staff.

Would Ian Mackinlay & Associates take on another prefab job? "Indeed, we hope to," says George Winnacker. "Portable buildings can provide an architecturally interesting and timely solution to temporary space needs. And, technically speaking, there is no reason for such units not to be able to meet long-term needs." (DFC estimates the life of its modules at 40 years.)

"The day of the permanent factory-built building," says Winnacker, "is close at hand."

JAMES BAILEY

FACTS AND FIGURES
THE ISLANDS OF EXPO

Expo's two man-made islands in the St. Lawrence are now abustle with the first of its forecasted 30 million visitors. Arriving by Montreal's new Metro subway, shiny Expo Express trains (see track from mainland to two islands, photo left), and boats, Expo-goers are taking in: (1) Britain's craggy-towered pavilion; (2) West Germany's steel and plastic tent, (3) Cuba's "composite of parallelepipeds"; (4) the African nations' village-like cluster; (5) Russia's concave-roofed, glass and steel giant; (6) the stacked boxes of Moshe Safdie's Habitat 67; (7) Place des Nations, a 2,500-seat open-air theater; (8) the United States' 20-story geodesic dome; (9) La Ronde, the 5-acre amusement area.

ENMESHED AUDITORIUM

"The thinking man's roller coaster," the Gyrotron is the centerpiece of La Ronde, the amusement area. Space frames of extruded aluminum tubing (some 27 miles of it) support two auditorium structures designed by Boyd Auger. The visitor starts his ride in a four-seater cabin through the larger of the two theaters (photo right), then moves on into the smaller theater on an outdoor track some 100 ft. above the Expo grounds. On the way, he experiences a trip through space, a live volcano, and a journey into a monster's jaws. The effects were created by Sean Kenny.

CEREMONIAL PLAZA

Banks of concrete bleachers surround a vast plaza to provide seating for 2,500 spectators (and standing room elsewhere for another 4,500) in Expo's Place des Nations (above). Architect André Blouin has linked bleacher sections with raised wooden walkways to form a square "amphitheater" for so-called "national day" celebrations. A quadrant of 62 flags flanks the stage (rectangle in upper left of photo).

CLUSTERED WINDSCOOPS

Like a native village, the structures of Africa Place (left) are clustered irregularly around a central space. Each red brick pavilion is topped with a white plywood-hooded windcoop for ventilation and natural light. Each has its own entrance. Sixteen African nations, most of them so new they weren't around for the Brussels fair, have leased space in the grouping from Expo. John Andrews is the architect.
FUTURISTIC PHONE BOOTHS

Acrylic domes protect groupings of three pay-telephones scattered through the Expo grounds. (There are 109 such booths.) The three telephones are separated by tinted acrylic panels and supported on their own steel sections. Villa, Macioge of Montreal are the designers.

CONCRETE POP

The Cuban Pavilion is a highly imaginative, pop-constructed of concrete, glass, aluminum, etc.—all modular, and demountable despite the irregular forms of the building. Some exterior surfaces are screens; documentary movies depicting “Cuban life” will be rear-projected on these screens and made visible to passersby. Architects Baroni and Garati won their commission to design the pavilion through a national competition.

BIG CONFRONTATION

Expo's two giants, the Russian and United States pavilions, confront each other across the LeMoyne Channel (right). R. Buckminster Fuller's "geodesic skybreaker bubble," dramatizing "creative America," is a 20-story environmental chamber enclosed by hexagonal domes paned in plastic. Each dome has its own roller shade (dark areas in photo above) to modulate light and temperature. In the bubble, exhibits created by Cambridge Seven Associates run the gamut from U.S. art to space technology. To commemorate the 50th anniversary of the Soviet State, M. V. Posokhin has designed a large rectangular structure (140 ft. high, 449 ft. long, and 220 ft. wide) with a swooping steel roof and suspended walls of plate glass panels partly screened by aluminum louvers. The roof rests on two V-shaped steel pylons.

PHOTOGRAPHS: Pages 52 and 55, Aerial Photos of New England.
A handful of affluent suburbanites in Dayton, Ohio, have initiated a $22-million program to renew the oldest neighborhood in downtown Dayton; and under the enlightened renewal proposal, the neighborhood would retain most of its existing buildings. The plan is receiving encouragement and support from a surprising cross-section of city officials and citizens.

The enlightened proposal for renewing Burns-Jackson will salvage most of its houses remaining from the earliest days of Dayton. Mr. Meeker is a staff writer for the Dayton Journal Herald.
the adjacent 75-acre clearance area in the city's 750-acre East Dayton urban renewal project. But the few businessmen and landlords who were interested in upgrading Burns-Jackson had produced spotty results; and, elsewhere in the area, there was general neglect of properties by absentee owners as the neighborhood became the port of entry for migrants from Appalachia.

Talk of including Burns-Jackson in the proposed clearance area troubled Mrs. Thomas C. Colt Jr., the wife of the director of the Dayton Art Institute. Mrs. Colt is a lecturer in the history of art and architecture at the museum school. She was impressed by the special qualities of the neighborhood—the pattern of offset and dead-end streets, the consistency of scale and building materials, and the variety of architecture and craftsmanship.

The area is rich in local as well as architectural history. In Burns-Jackson, the city's earliest families built their thrifty Federal houses and, later, their exotic Victorian monuments to success. On narrow Tecumseh Street, for instance, a street that is a single block long and lined with simple Federal period houses, David Rike had his first home while he was establishing Dayton's chief retail store. Some of his earnings nourished the Evangelical United Brethren church at the corner, where the denomination now has a seminary, publishing house, and its national headquarters. Other early Daytonians whose homes are still in the neighborhood include an early civic leader, an inventor, an industrialist, and several early merchants.

Mrs. Colt inquired if the condemnation techniques of urban renewal could be used for preservation; and Earl Sterzer, Dayton's director of community de-
Bertrand Goldberg's plan for the renewal of Burns-Jackson would preserve the historic flavor of the neighborhood, rehabilitating 197 existing houses into 492 apartments. Although streets and front yards would be closed to the automobile, Goldberg does not regard the plan as "anti-auto." Cars are here to stay, he feels, but he has removed them from competing with the houses as determinants of scale. New construction, on the cleared perimeter, would include two high-rise towers, an arts and crafts village, and numerous community facilities with maximum accessibility to the rest of the city. Gross parking would be underground, in space already excavated for the basements of existing commercial buildings. The new architecture is designed to stand on its own merits, not to be a repetition of the old.

Total restoration, even if someone were willing to pay for it. Unlike German Village in Columbus, the area is not large enough, nor the quality of housing consistent enough, to sustain itself through a gradual rehabilitation process. And unlike the hillside charm of Cincinnati's Mt. Adams, the visual image of the Burns-Jackson enclave, huddled next to the downtown center, lacks obvious public appeal. To get a broad base of enthusiasm, there would have to be a total plan with bold objectives. Goldberg recommends salvaging every possible structure, which means moving some scattered houses at the fringes into tight block-clusters in the heart of the neighborhood. Average cost for the 492 one- and two-bedroom units created from existing buildings would be $6,000.

To maintain the human scale of the neighborhood, in an era when cars are longer than most
houses are wide, the plan would convert many streets into pedestrian plazas, and would create parking areas at the center of each block-cluster.

Goldberg conceives of Burns-Jackson as a total “community within the community.” To raise the population to a “critical mass” of 50 families an acre, he proposes building two high-rise towers (with 600 apartments each) and an arts and crafts village (with 50 live-above-the-shop units), all located in the cleared perimeter. The estimated apartment rental is $185, with craft studio rents about $35.

The three-phase development scheme calls for rehabilitation of the old houses first, and the new housing divided into two stages. A portion of the community facilities—library, theater, band shell, and supporting shops and services—would be developed with each stage.

Goldberg believes that the character of the new construction should be “strictly contemporary and unsentimental. I wouldn’t want to see any phony old houses built next to the real ones. What is desirable is some really good contemporary architecture that would add significantly to the spectrum of this outdoor museum.”

A focal point of the project would be two sunken plazas at Fifth and Wayne, to provide elegant sheltered spaces for summer and winter activities. Some $550,000 is programmed for special site work, landscaping, art, fountains, and lighting.

Goldberg envisions that the special old-and-new atmosphere of Burns-Jackson will encourage the “thought-making group” to return from the suburbs to the area. It is less than five minutes from the University of Dayton, and just a few blocks from the site of the planned Sinclair Community College in
A selection of the treasures of the existing Burns-Jackson: trim houses in the Federal style, exotic monuments in the Victorian. Under the renewal, every possible structure will be salvaged, some houses at the fringes being moved into tight clusters at the center of the neighborhood. To the east is the still incompletely redeveloped clearance area of the East Dayton project, where a 13-story, middle-income apartment went bankrupt last year. Low occupancy was blamed on the undesirable image of the near east side area. Redevelopment of Burns-Jackson would bring fresh life to this problem section.

The Burns-Jackson corporation was formed in March, and most of its first issue of $408,000 in common stock and notes has already been subscribed by a varied group that includes members of Dayton's oldest families, young business and professional people, and even some secretaries. Informal reaction from the FHA regional office on the program's eligibility for a $22-million loan is also favorable.

"This would be a unique urban renewal project," says Burns-Jackson Inc. President James P. Woodhull. "None of the investors expects to make much immediate profit. But the kind of redevelopment we have..."
in mind will substantially in-
crease the city's tax base, and
will pass on something very
worthwhile to our children."
The plan raised some ini-
tial criticism, particularly from
church and welfare groups who
have worked hard to establish
rapport with incoming Appa-
lachian families, and who resent
another drastic relocation. But
the city reports that previous re-
location programs have worked
smoothly, with largely positive
benefits, including a greater per-
centage of home ownership.
Dayton's share of the Burns-
Jackson renewal would be $1.9
million. Although the city's com-
munity development department
has shown interest in the project,
Dayton has already committed
more than $21 million in five
other urban renewal areas over
the next six years; and almost
$14 million of this has not yet
been funded. In addition to these
five urban renewal projects al-
ready in the works, there is an-
other in the planning, and a
model-cities proposal for the
Negro ghetto in West Dayton.
The city's one per cent income
tax expires in 1969, and the
Ohio legislature is now consid-
ering a reciprocal income tax
law that would distribute half
this income back to suburban
municipalities. Dayton is thus
faced with the virtual necessity
of raising the income tax, and
is also considering a package
bond issue that might well in-
clude the Burns-Jackson project.
"We're very optimistic," says
Horace Huffman Jr., one of the
original backers of the project
and now treasurer of Burns-
Jackson Inc. "With the strength
of citizen interest in this, the
city can't afford to ignore it.
The project might be a kind of
nonsuccess for a while, but I
can't see the possibility of its
failure. In the long run it is
sure to prove its value."
Two persons have been instrumental in salvaging Burns-Jackson: Priscilla Colt, wife of the director of the Dayton Art Institute, and the architect, Bertrand Goldberg. Here are their comments.

BERTRAND GOLDBERG: The new voice from the wilderness of planning calls us to "save our cities." We are called to save for another 50 years the bad building and poor neighborhoods from an earlier urbanism.

Burns-Jackson in Dayton called us differently. Here at one time there was an earnest community with a statement of faith in the West, with self-confidence in the arrangement of its world, with pride in its Sunday best. This was the beginning of Dayton and, like other archeological beginnings, had appealed to us to save, to identify, to reconstruct.

But Burns-Jackson reconstruction is no whimsy. The clarity of its early opinions, stated in its Federal and Victorian architecture, requires the clarity of our own program.

The scale found at Burns-Jackson was the overwhelming statement. The scale of the houses, the walls, the trees, matched the scale of the people as they saw themselves in the world of Burns-Jackson. Every decision for our master plan is intended to restore the original scale and preserve it in the new work.

Burns-Jackson, restored, will answer the planners' call to save our cities but with a sense of community which remodeling alone can never provide.

PRISCILLA COLT: Daytonians are like the Midwesterners I grew up with: secure and friendly with bright optimism and energy, candor and apparent naïveté. The people were familiar to me, when we arrived in Dayton ten years ago. But for the eyes it was different. Like many American communities, ours was becoming a faceless cityscape, in places afflicted by the ugliness of blight or decay. I could not understand how it had happened—how such a busy, wholesome people could condone these affronts to their environment. I knew it was not by premeditation; somewhere, sometime, things had got out of joint. It made one always vaguely sad, because eventually it could change the people as well.

Then I found Burns-Jackson, a tiny enclave hidden in the heart of the city. Here was what seemed to me the real Dayton! It had a simple integrity and beauty that had been sustained for over a century and, miraculously, events had conspired to leave it relatively whole. I was captivated by the modest, well-crafted houses, the human scale of the narrow tree-lined streets and little fenced-in gardens. This, I thought, could be a good place to live and possibly it was the place to begin to reclaim Dayton.

This wish to save Burns-Jackson seemed at first hopelessly romantic. But it soon became a cause, and support burgeoned in the most gratifying ways. The first tangible help came from a close friend, a native Daytonian, who, after a nostalgia-filled walk through the neighborhood, saw to it that a planning grant was provided. Soon after, enlightened businessmen, city officials, newspapers, local historians, and many just plain citizens joined in support. The city fathers, upon having the plan presented to them, called it "exciting."

But such enthusiastic lay support could not have been sustained without the best of professional help. It was our great luck to have Bertrand Goldberg take an interest in our project. Goldberg is a rare amalgam of artist and practical man, an architect and urbanist whose experience and talent seemed ready-made, if not destined, for this planning task. His thinking transforms our romantic wish into something of realizable substance. A Midwesterner, he understands the Dayton ethos, and his plan, completed, would build strong bonds between our nearly lost past and our future. Dayton, like other American cities has its opportunity now to reverse the trend toward anonymity. I believe we will rebuild Burns-Jackson and draw strength from it for the whole community.
The extraordinary fantasy in cast iron on the previous page as well as the lithographs of New York buildings on this and the next few pages come from a handsome book which a local firm, Daniel D. Badger’s Architectural Iron Works, brought out in 1865. The book was in part a catalog of the firm’s stock of iron building-fronts, and in part a brochure illustrating work the firm had completed. Badger and the now more renowned James Bogardus were the two principal entrepreneurs—and rivals—in cast-iron building in the 1850s. Whatever our debt to Bogardus as an innovator, we owe to Badger’s firm, by way of its catalog, our finest source of illustrations of mid-century iron architecture.

Of the 102 plates in Badger’s book, 21 illustrate New York buildings; eight of these buildings still exist; and four of them are presented here as they appeared in the 1865 catalog and also as one finds them today in Downtown Manhattan. Badger gives credit to the architects who designed the buildings he illustrates; but his firm had its own architectural department as well; and it is clear that reputable New York architects used Badger facades out of stock. So it is hard to say how much credit is due to the architects of record, and how much to Badger’s firm itself.

John P. Gaynor is credited with the design of a building which was built in 1856 for Eder V. Haughwout’s firm, importers and manufacturers of sterling silver, china, glassware, mirrors, bronzes, etc. It was the masterpiece of Badger’s firm and the first commercial building in New York to contain a passenger elevator. Today, thanks to its broad corner site (at Broadway and Broome Street) and to its remarkably fine condition, as well as to the quality of its design, it is the finest example of its kind in New York.

Adolf Placek of the Avery Library, Columbia University, lent the rare volume. Research, photographs, and descriptions are by Cervin Robinson.
King & Kellum were the architects of the Cary Building built in 1856 to house Cary, Howard, Sanger & Company's fancy-goods store. In Badger's catalog a detailed drawing of the facade of the Cary Building was published immediately below that of another facade which, coincidentally or not, can be found today directly beside the Cary Building's Reade Street front, at the corner of Church Street.
When, in 1860, Kellum & Son designed a building for S. H. & J. E. Condict, saddlers, its five-story facade was an example of a type, then remarkably popular for commercial fronts, in which verticality was stressed by combining pairs of upper stories by means of two-story arches. This particular example of the type, cast by Badger's firm, can be found today (right), on White Street just west of Broadway. It lacks only the keystones, the foliage from its capitals, and the rustication.
Inside the Endless House, covering only the years 1956-1964 in the life of the architect, sculptor, painter, stage designer, Frederick Kiesler, is like one of those sculptures which he described as hatching numerous eggs, suddenly and unexpectedly as if the exuberant creative life has a life of its own as is the fact, the marvelous fact which he is always pondering upon. It is like those fantastic galaxies of ink drops out of which seemed to evolve, with his minimal assistance, Christmas cards for the Museum of Modern Art, patterns of beauty seeming to assert themselves out of anarchic purposelessness which he viewed more as the witness than the creator as he writes, “From each ink blot there seemed to rise luminous ares which fell on the paper and rose again and fell, commending me where to set down the next blot and where to connect the drops. As if blindfolded, I followed the course of the ares across the empty cards strewn on my desk. I rapidly finished one after another, six in all as I remember, and christened them Star-Dove, Galaxy of Wishes, Birth of a Star, Moon-Baby, Snow-White and White Laughter.” The choice of the names seems of symbolic significance for, in whatever medium he might work, he was also, as this book shows, a poet deeply obsessed and possessed by themes of birth and death, dualities in which birth and death may be interchangeable as consciousness and unconsciousness, and dreams of resurrection not to be postponed until we are dead but to be experienced now in the ambiguous fullness of time while we live. That is why one of his sculptures is that shell of a horse into which a man may crawl and read the hieroglyphs upon the roof until he sleeps. When he crawls in, he dies. When he crawls out, he is born again or, as Kiesler once put it, certainly refreshed. The horse signifies, as may be seen by its name, Mare, water and mother as Kiesler knew, if not from reading, then from his scrutiny of self. He was so literate, so articulate that I am sure he must have been born with a book in his hand. Man is, in his definition, the mere barrier reef between two eternities—but which is which as one mirrors the other? The building which man inhabits is the sea shell which he himself exudes like the small animal, building, room after room. And now this book—in which Kiesler records his observations and meditations, his feelings that even when he is old he has time, time to go, time to do, time to be, his future opening just when it might seem to others to be ready to close—is like that Endless House of which he writes so many poems and notes.

Perhaps the Endless House, not yet built, only planned by him, is like Xanadu, a stately pleasure dome decreed if not built by Kubla Khan, a thing of a dream. Perhaps it may yet be built. Never beginning, it is never ending. Perhaps it is a child’s prenatal memory. It is a maze. It is, perhaps, this house which he has in mind when he writes, “Every detail seemed to be bound to a wider world, a world of infinite links. Bound to links. Links after links, Links and links and links .... What are they? How do they hold me and the world together? Magnetic rings? Or arrows shot through space, piercing everything without pain? Are they locks whose keys are invisible to man? Or waves thrown at you by natural forces, whenever they feel like it, to embalm you and then go on to other plays in infinite space? Now it seems to me we live a life of links, a life of infinite links. All and everything bound together. There is no escape from this prison of cosmic love.”

He believed in art as the self-begetting ritual, as something beyond the mechanistic, the flat

(continued on page 101)
John Johansen's new theater in Baltimore's Charles Center gives the project the vitality—both functional and architectural—that it sorely needed.

Among the many urban-core renewal projects undertaken in the past decade, Charles Center was one that promised real urbanity. Out of 22 decaying acres at the very core of the city, it was to create a tight-knit complex of offices, apartments, hotels, and shops—and a theater (see June '58 issue).

Early schemes showed a multi-level circulation system, with pedestrians above the streets and parking below, using the slope of the land to make convenient interchanges between levels. The center that is actually being built is less advanced. Most of its buildings are isolated objects, and its upper-level pedestrian system has shrunk to a set of overpasses extending no farther than necessary to get people across streets.

Charles Center's sponsors had the foresight to plan for 24-hour-a-day activity, but the first several buildings to go up, beginning with Mies's somberly handsome One Charles Center office building (see Sept. '63 issue), were daytime buildings. Aside from the existing Lord Baltimore Hotel, the new theater is the first building to bring life to the center after dark.

The new theater is an important asset to more than Charles Center; it is the only all-year legitimate playhouse in a metropolitan district of more than 1,600,000 people. Despite its tradition as a locale for Broadway tryouts, Baltimore has been without a place to hold one since the ancient Ford's Theater was razed in 1964. To fill this void, Morris Mechanic (who had owned many theaters, including Ford's), agreed to build the Charles Center Theater on a parcel leased from the city for 75 years at $30,000 a year.

Mechanic knew that a theater capable of housing Broadway shows—even with an unusually high seating capacity of 1,800—could not possibly turn a profit. To balance the expected deficit, he based his theater—structurally and economically—on a layer of rental spaces (which, incidentally, rent at a higher square-foot rate than any other retail space in the city). This rental space is, in the words of Johansen's associate, Douglas Kingston, "the flower box that sustains the theater."

Mechanic died last year, only six months before the opening, but his theater has turned out to be more successful financially than he dared to hope. For its first season of nine events, 23,000 (out of a possible 40,000) advance subscriptions were sold. More often than not, the remaining seats have been sold at the box office well in advance. Baltimore clearly needed a theater.
The angular theater sits on a box of service facilities, most of them underground.

In the overall scheme of Charles Center, the theater was envisioned as a relatively small sculptural form in a setting of tall neutral facades. Except for some competition from the structurally acrobatic Sun Life Building next door to the south, that is the way things turned out.

The sculptural forms of the theater grew directly out of Johansen's conviction that "the outside is just the other side of the inside." This approach is most obvious in the theater itself and in the lounges, stair towers, mechanical rooms, and the ventilating shafts that cluster around it. The podium of rental space from which they all rise looks very much like the "universal space" that Johansen shuns. Yet even this seemingly inexpressive box does reveal what it is: a space of predetermined boundaries cut up inside like a jigsaw puzzle.

Johansen didn't want a rigidly rectangular box supporting his theater. He would have liked it to show something of what happens inside and, even more, he wanted it to be part of a continuum of street-level spaces shared with neighboring buildings. But Charles Center had not shaken off the tradition of carving land up into geometrical parcels. (The theater got what was once a city block.) And the need to fill every rentable square foot at this level was so pressing that the glass could not even be set behind the exterior columns.

The podium is only the visible part of a three-layer complex filling the whole rectangular site. At the lowest level is a sub-basement devoted entirely to parking; above that there is a level of delivery docks, storage for shops, and more parking. It is only at the street level that facilities of the theater itself start to take up floor area—and then only the barest minimum, leaving the balance to rental space.

At the next level up—the pedestrian bridge level—the theater really begins. There the concrete structural frame undergoes a radical transition. The closely spaced, regular grid of columns (spaced mainly to allow for parking clearances) gives way to a completely incompatible system of piers supporting irregular, long-span spaces. The transfer of loads is made in a 4-ft.-to 5-ft.-deep lattice atop the street-floor spaces. Its depth can be discerned on the exterior, but it is deftly minimized by the projecting concrete parapets ringing the building at this level.

The modeling of the theater itself is a visible expression of the conflicting need to have the largest number of seats and the shortest structural spans. The piers that support the roof push in as close as possible to the stagehouse, while the balcony seating pushes out in projecting compartments—separated not only to eliminate behind-the-pier seats but to give each one the structural support of cantilevered side walls.

Beneath the sloping soffit of the balcony is the two-level lobby (left), treated as an exterior space penetrating the building. Only a glass wall between the concrete piers (as inconspicuous as a glass wall with 32-ft.-high mullions can be) separates the lobby from the two-level array of decks surrounding it.

When it came to spanning the main space of the theater, the budget ruled out anything but a standard steel-truss system. Johansen, knowing the top of the building would be visible from surrounding offices and hotels, would have preferred a more sculptural roof. He did the next best thing: he gave his flat roof an intriguing outline.
Stage and seating were laid out for touring companies of today and tomorrow

The Charles Center Theater had to fulfill one primary mission: housing Broadway productions, either in tryout or on tour. There had to be room for conventional proscenium staging, with a tower capable of supporting 34 tons of scenery.

Client, architect, and consultants agreed, however, that the theater had to have broader capabilities. The limitations of Broadway playhouses are beginning to lose their nationwide effect. Many future productions here are likely to be by repertory companies that have abandoned proscenium staging. Even productions now coming from New York (like the company of Man of La Mancha that played at Charles Center this spring) are sometimes designed for forestage performance.

Consideration of both immediate and future needs led to a fan-shaped seating layout facing a stage with an extra-wide (59-ft.) proscenium opening. The 450-sq.-ft. orchestra pit can be converted to a forestage using demountable platforms. Mechanical systems for changing stage form were considered unnecessary, since most productions run for several weeks.

With proscenium staging, sight lines from the extreme side seats are somewhat limited, at least when the opening is narrowed to the 30-odd-ft. width of most Broadway sets. For forestage productions, it is the top balcony seats that have a restricted view. It is remarkable, however, how few of the 1,800 seats are really undesirable for any one production. And the sound, throughout the house, is excellent.

The treatment of interior surfaces demonstrates Johansen's conviction that the inside is different from the outside, even though they may follow the same convolutions. Once you pass through the lobby (an "outside" space), exposed concrete gives way to soft, coated surfaces.

Walls are covered with vinyl fabric, in a russet color also used for the main curtain; ceilings and acoustical baffles are painted black. A floor carpeted in dark blue (all over, not just in the aisles) supports seats upholstered with lighter blue fabric.
Diverse shapes molded of a single material: one phase of Johansen’s evolution

The Charles Center Theater is a complete summary of Johansen’s thinking, circa 1965. All of its parts—from stage house down to ventilation “snorkels”—are revealed, and each is placed to express its relation to the whole.

Of course sculptural judgment comes into play, as in the balancing of the stage house mass with the two burly stair towers at the front of the building. But other elements—the single off-center elevator shaft, for instance—make no sculptural contribution at all.

The two big stair towers exemplify Johansen’s approach. They are direct physical expressions of building-code requirements for escape stairs—from the open bridge connections at the top of the balcony, down through increases in area at each floor level, to the exits that disperse people in opposite directions at the base.

The towers stand symmetrically at either side of the main entrance, but they are not identical. One of them has been pushed farther from the main building mass and flattened in plan to make way for the elevator shaft (which is hooked onto the passage between stair and lobby). The option of making the other tower match it has been deliberately passed up.

All exterior surfaces of the theater from ground to roof are of uniform poured-in-place concrete. A mix of muted golden color was used, cast in forms of rough-sawn oak boards that were used only twice, at most, to maintain the high quality of texture. Each visible section of the building, no matter how large, was formed in a single pour.

But if the theater were to be built over again today, this carefully achieved surface uniformity would be the first thing to be changed. Johansen has now carried his ideas about revealing parts one step further. In work on his boards today, elements of different kinds are made of different materials. Visible distinctions are made between the permanent and the changeable, between heavy and light parts, between compression elements and spanning elements.

Now that the Charles Center Theater has been completed, the value of such differentiation becomes obvious—as it could not have been two years ago. If the theater has any esthetic failing, it is the unbroken continuity of its handsome concrete surfaces.

—John Morris Dixon

FACTS AND FIGURES

PHOTOGRAPHS: George Cserna.
MODERN ANTIQUES: 20TH CENTURY LANDMARKS

Whatever happened to Mies's Tugendhat House? Or to Mendelsohn's Einstein Tower? Or to Corbu's Centrosolys building in Moscow? The answer, in many cases, is "plenty." Some of these buildings were severely damaged in World War II; others were radically altered by their owners—or, anyway, by their possessors. Few of these landmarks of 20th-century architecture have survived unaltered or unseathed; some of them have aged very well, others have suffered badly from poor maintenance.

This is the first of two reports on the present state of some of the "antiques" of the modern movement (the second report will appear next month). There is no intention to evaluate the significance or the lasting influence of these buildings—readers will be able to judge these for themselves. The intention is, simply, to record; and to guide some of our readers who may be able to visit these structures during the summer months. They are well worth visiting, if only to remind us that not everything in modern architecture was invented during the past two decades. Most of the photographs were taken by Cervin Robinson, who has contributed to the Forum in the past; the rest were taken by myself. The information contained in the captions was assembled by one or both of us. — Peter Blake

Tugendhat House (1930), Brno, Czechoslovakia. Mies van der Rohe, architect.

This spacious and enormously elegant house is now used as a clinic for children suffering from a mild spinal curvature. The living room (left) works very nicely as a gymnasium. The principal changes to the house have been in the fenestration: the former, curved glass wall near the street entrance (above) has been replaced by a masonry and stucco wall (right); and all but one of the large sheets of plate glass in the living area have been replaced by smaller panes. Horses were stabled in the living room briefly after the war, and they kicked out the large sheets of plate glass. The famous semicircular screen of ebony (above) that demarcated the dining room is gone also (right); but the remaining finishes and details, especially the chromium plating of the columns, are in near-perfect condition. The house is on the Cernopolni in Brno, near the "Fakultni Detska Nemocnice, Oddeleni Lecebneho Telocviku."
Fagus Factory (1911-16), Alfeld-an-der-Leine, West Germany. Walter Gropius and Adolf Meyer, architects.

Devotedly maintained by the same family of shoe-last manufacturers that commissioned it in 1911, the building is still in full operating condition. Visitors first see the main entrance and staircase with glazed corners (above). However, this was a later addition, for the factory was built in two phases, and its early section, which dates back to 1911, is located to the rear. It faces the railroad tracks. Its detailing is substantially similar to that of the section in the foreground. The glazed corners in the earlier and later stages show the same daring and precision (right). The Fagus Factory, officially designated a "landmark," is on the west bank of the river Leine, between the railway tracks and the road north to Hannover.
AEG Turbine Hall (1909), Moabit, West Berlin. Peter Behrens, architect.

The famous steel and glass hall, which Behrens designed almost 60 years ago, was built initially as a three-hinged structure (see typical hinge detail at far right). However, only the first 400 ft. of the hall were built in 1909 (near right). Later, the AEG added another 275 ft., and this addition (visible in the recent photograph, below) uses a less sophisticated rigid steel frame. As this photograph shows, the building is in perfect shape and the trees have grown nicely. The setting is on the corner of Hutten and Berlichingen Strassen.
Bauhaus Buildings (1925-26), Dessau, East Germany. Walter Gropius, architect.

Despite the ravaged air of the buildings on these two pages, they are the pride of the citizens of Dessau. The glazed workshop block (top left) was largely bricked up after the war and is, in its present state (bottom left), considerably closer to its original state than it once was. The fact that the name of the school is no longer in place on the opposite end of the same workshop block (above and right) says little about the local attitude, nowadays, toward Gropius' school: the letters were removed in the '30s; but the building to the south of the school is called Cafe Bauhaus, the street that runs through the school is called Bauhausstrasse, and the administrators of the trade school that the building now houses proudly show the visitor examples of original Bauhaus hardware and lighting fixtures. Although progress has been slow, the restoration of the buildings seems to be in safe hands. At present, virtually all the space in the school, including that in the dormitory block (far right in these pictures), is used for classrooms. The school is to the west of the Dessau railway station: cross the tracks by a bridge to the north of the station, follow the Puschkinallee, then turn left on the Thaelmannallee. The latter runs in front of the school.
Einstein Tower (1920-21), Potsdam, East Germany, Erich Mendelsohn, architect.

Virtually unchanged except for a blocked window upstairs (see recent photo at right), the tower is still in use as a solar observatory. The building sits on a “hill” that conceals underground camera and darkroom spaces. This “hill” is surmounted by the tower which is used to transmit the sun’s image down to the camera undistorted by heat waves that form nearer the ground. The bustle tacked onto the tower contains offices. The building’s construction is brick, not concrete. The tower stands among trees to the south of the Potsdam Astrophysical Observatory. The grounds of the observatory are located about two-thirds of a mile south of the Potsdam railway station, and can be reached by way of the Luckenwalder Strasse.

Gut Garkau (1924), Schleswig-Holstein, West Germany. Hugo Haering, architect.

Looking rather newer at present (right) than it did when first built (above), this cattle barn, together with one neighboring building, are all that was constructed of the farm complex designed by Haering. The low extension at the right has been tacked onto the prow-shaped beet cellar in the foreground. This, and the straw-stuffed, ramshackle condition of the windows are the only signs of change. Gut Garkau is on the Greater Poenitzer See, about ten miles north of Luebeck.
AEG Electric Motor Plant (1910-11), Humboldthain, West Berlin. Peter Behrens, architect.

A 700-ft.-long facade of purplish brick and glass marks the biggest plant that Behrens designed for the German equivalent of our General Electric Co. The building is in fine condition, having survived two World Wars with hardly a scar. The facade is divided up by broad pilasters into four rows of rounded columns, and each row consists of seven identical, brick-faced pillars (below). At each end of the facade is an office block, and this is treated more conventionally—brick walls punctured with windows (left). The location of the building is on Volta Strasse, between Hussiten and Brunnen Strassen. It is right in the center of a large complex of AEG structures.
Form follows function—Honesty of expression in architecture isn’t dead, after all! At least not in Japan: here is a detail of a building designed by Kimio Yokoyama; the building serves as a hostel for a religious sect that gathers here and in adjacent temples at the base of Mt. Fuji; and the cylindrical concrete protrusions are, of course, an honest expression of a row of six shower stalls that extends from the main dormitory block. Other sanitary facilities, however, are less frankly expressed. Photo: The Japan Architect.

FOOTNOTE

FOOTNOTE

 saved and this birthday party given fresh impetus. The menu included a multitiered birthday cake crowned by a miniature Water Tower, but no champagne. But then it is a water tower.

CULTURAL EXCHANGE

The third exhibition of industrial design prepared for the U.S. Information Agency by George Nelson has just opened in Kiev after a month’s sojourn in Moscow (above) where it was attended by 350,000 visitors. From mid-May to mid-June it will be shown in Leningrad.

The exhibit, held under the 1966-67 Soviet-American exchange agreement, includes some 1,000 articles manufactured by nearly 200 American firms, plus selected items from other nations. It depicts the transition of forms and processes from hand-made to machine-made objects, the influence of the consumer and of technology on product development, and the role of the designer in solving an increasing variety of problems.

The design of the exhibit is both “ultrasimplified” and visually articulate: one hundred traveling display units, rectangular boxes of similar size (and looking much like oversized steamer trunks with lids), completely installed for display before being shipped, are grouped thematically, breaking down the show into lessons about industrial design—“disposable products,” “proliferation of objects,” “doing with less,” “highly

PEPSI GENERATION?

When the Pepsi-Cola Co. announced, a couple of months ago, that it was going to leave Manhattan and move to suburban Purchase, N.Y., architecture buffs became concerned about the future of PepsiCo’s award-winning Park Avenue office building, completed as recently as 1959, and designed by SOM (above).

It now looks as if Olivetti-Underwood may take over Gordon Bunshaft’s handsome aluminum-and-glass showpiece. PepsiCo, meanwhile, has announced that the architect for its new headquarters on the former grounds of the Blind Brook Polo Club will be Edward Durell Stone. Herewith his preliminary site plan.

SWINGING AWARDS

The New York State Council on the Arts, established in 1960 by Governor Nelson Rockefeller, is the nation’s oldest and richest state agency offering general support to the arts. It may also be the swingingest.

This month the council announced the winners of its 1967 awards for “outstanding contributions to the artistic enhancement of the state,” and they ran the gamut of artistic interest and expression. Among the thirteen winners were the Harlem Cultural Council’s “Jazzmobile,” which brings live jazz to the streets of Harlem and Bedford-Stuyvesant (below); Olana Preservation Inc., which succeeded in saving and preserving Painter Frederic E. Church’s Moorish-Italian villa above the Hudson River; and New York City’s Department of Parks which, under Commissioner Thomas Hoving, made the city’s parks the focus of all kinds of activity (for example, a recent exhibit of Tony Smith’s sculptures in Bryant Park).

Awards were given to new buildings (Marcel Breuer’s Whitney Museum in New York City and Voilmer Associates’ Performing Arts Center in Saratoga) and not-so-new buildings (Louis Kahn’s 1963 First Unitarian Church in Rochester, and Eliel and Eero Saarinen’s 1940 Kleinmanns Music Hall in Buffalo). Also cited were the American Craftsmen’s Council, for its “vigorous efforts in communicating creative work,” and the Carborundum Company of Niagara Falls which awards original works by such top sculptors as Costantino Nivola and Max Bill to its successful distributors.

And the council singled out one individual for special recognition: Ada Louise Huxtable, architecture critic of the New York Times. She was cited for “her consistently incisive and courageous concern for integrity in architectural design and urban planning.”

CULTURE

SWINGING AWARDS
carved vs. closed design."

"Its real impact," said George Nelson emphatically, "lies in the fact that it is a truly cultural exhibition, not loaded with ill-concealed propaganda." The knowledgeable Russians were captivated by this approach and responded with invitations to dinners, exhibits, and design institutes—doors hereeto closed.

TECHNOLOGY

INSTANT REHAB

Aiming at the 48-hour rehabilitation of an old-law tenement in New York City, Conrad Engineers turned over the completed work in 47 hours, 52 minutes, and 24 seconds.

The work successfully concludes a one-year experiment in Instant Rehabilitation (April '66 issue) and paves the way for nationwide application of the technique.

On hand at the concluding ceremonies were Edward K. Rice of Conrad and the affiliated T. Y. Lin Associates (Rice is developer of the system); Secretary Weaver, whose $1 million grant from HUD enabled Conrad to work out the new techniques and materials; Mrs. Carolyn Houssamen, whose

Wrecking Corporation of America temporarily abandoning its work on the Metropolitan Opera. Then various construction workers cut an 8-ft.-square hole in the roof, lowered prefab kitchen-and-bathroom cores (below left) into place at 3 AM, and placed a new prefinished wall material, a rapidflooring material, a new type of flexible window especially designed for renovations, and a new vinyl-jointed ceramic tile.

The final figure of $11,000 per apartment (exclusive of experimental overcosts) compares favorably with $13,000 for conventional rehabilitation, and $21,000 for new construction. But nothing could compare with the cheer raised by all assembled when the 47:52:24 time was announced. The closest thing to it would be the cheer that greets the breaking of a new space barrier, which is, perhaps, precisely what was done.

INSTANT ARCHITECTURE

Hardened bubble-gum buildings may well dot our cities in the future—or cover them entirely. A preview has just been unveiled by the Ferro Corporation of Cleveland, Ohio. The process, now being developed, is designed to make permanent and semipermanent buildings out of a flexible plastic material, which the sun's ultraviolet rays will harden in hours.

The structures would be dome- or cylindrical-shaped and translucent, with 80 to 90 per cent light transmission. The ultimate size possible is still to be determined. But the manufacturers envisage them used as inexpensive domes over sports stadiums, houses and warehouses, covers for skating rinks, etc. More "futuristically," they could serve as air-tight shelters on the moon or even as domes over parts of cities, or whole cities (below). The light weight of these structures will allow them to be easily transported; however, they will be tough enough to require a hacksaw for cutting.

RAISING THE ROOF

At 9 AM on April 5, one week after his 81st birthday, Mies van der Rohe drove up to a building site in West Berlin in a Mercedes convertible to watch a (literally) breathtaking performance: the raising of the huge steel roof of his new Gallery of Modern Art, now under construction (above).

The roof measures 215 ft. square and 7 ft. deep. It weighs 1,250 tons. It was raised, in one piece, on eight hydraulic jacks, located at the eight points on the perimeter of the big box structure that will, eventually, be supported by cruciform steel columns. The entire operation took nine hours and went without a hitch; the eight jacks were so perfectly synchronized that differences in roof elevation at no time exceeded 2 millimeters! When the huge roof was up to its full 28 ft. height, there were champagne toasts all around—and the Mercedes, and Mies, departed.

UPS & DOWNS

ROCKY'S PROGRAM

With a minimum of fuss and wrangling, New York's state legislature last month approved the largest, most ambitious transporta-

NEWS OF THE WEEK

Readers of the March 20 issue of Newsweek learned a few architectural names to drop. The article was essentially a discussion of "top" architects who have made it with the top corporate
clients. The Good Guys, it turns out, are such "top-flight designers" as Edward Durell Stone, I.M. Pei, Minoru Yamasaki, John Carl Warnecke, Marcel Breuer, SOM, and "Phil" Johnson. The lone Bad Guy, so called because of "an art-for-art's-sake imperiousness," was Frank Lloyd Wright. So much for the newest study of architecture on the comparative method.

RAPE OF THE MONTH

While Newsweek was letting us all in on who the Good Guys are, Ramparts magazine, in its April issue, told us all about the Bad Guys: engineers.

An article by Senior Editor Gene Marine entitled "America The Raped" identifies engineers as this country's "new rapists" (the old rapists being "the lumbermen and miners and utilities companies").

These new rapists, Ramparts reveals, "are loose upon the land; theirs, still, are the vicious, violent techniques of the laissez-faire turn of the century. They are not, for the most part, employed by lumber companies or mining companies—but by you and me. They work for the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey, or for the state highway commissions; the U.S. Forest Service or the National Park Service; the Army's Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Reclamation, or the Bureau of Public Roads. They build bridges and dams and highways and causeways and flood control projects. They manage things. They commit rape with bulldozers."

The trouble with engineers, as Ramparts sees it, is that they don't understand ecology: "We know very damned little about it, but Engineers know—or act as if they know—absolutely nothing."

"The 'conservationists' can lose an isolated battle over a grove of trees or a factory on the river," notes Ramparts. "But the Engineers are not only straining to dam the Grand Canyon and the last wild stretch of the Missouri, to wall off the rich estuaries of Long Island and fill in the Great Swamp [N. J.]. They are in every section of every state, ripping, tearing, building, changing."

And that's not all. Ramparts promises to deliver even more: "Coming in Part II: THE GREAT SMOKIES! POLITICS! ANIMALS! AIRPORTS! THE GRAND CANYON! ECONOMICS! OYSTERS! THE GREAT SWAMP! FREeways! BIRDS! ANSWERS!"

THE JUGGERNAUT

"It is almost but not quite too late to stop the juggernaut," said the New York Times. The Times thus joins a group of respected publications (including the Christian Science Monitor and Harper's) which continue to express dismay over a "grandiose" World Trade Center and an "arrogant" Port of New York Authority.

New efforts to halt the WTC project were made during the past few weeks, and further battles are in the offing.

A resolution to "cease and desist" all activities in the WTC area until the city investigates the "legality of the construction work, landfill operations, street closings, and other activities" on the site (below), was brought before the Board of Estimate in January by City Council President O'Connor. After several postponements, the Board of Estimate held a stormy hearing on March 30. The question was not whether the WTC is good or bad, but whether the PA had exceeded its authority in its WTC operations, starting certain work without Board of Estimate approval.

The WTC has its supporters, but private interests and several public officials spoke against what the PA calls "these public buildings." For instance, Barry Ray of the Downtown West Businessmen's Association charged that one of the largest purchasers of PA tax-free bonds is the Chase-Manhattan Bank, whose David Rockefeller has been strongly behind the center since the start.

The vote on the resolution was postponed a week. But on April 6, O'Connor quietly withdrew his resolution before a vote was taken. He withdrew it, he said, partly because there is now new litigation pending (some site tenants are charging that the city overlooked many violations in the demolition work already undertaken); partly because the Corporation Counsel seems to have advised that the situation has changed since he (O'Connor) brought the resolution in January. The Times editorialized that the Board of Estimate was the "latest body to be bowed over" by the PA.

Opponents have not yet given up, though, and the battle is not yet over. Among questions that will be aired at two further public hearings: whether the WTC is the best location for state office space, now tentatively slated to occupy 18 percent of the WTC. The state controller was still studying alternative locations for state offices during the Board of Estimate shuffle.
A VERY TALL CLIENT

I see by the program that the mayor of New York, John V. Lindsay, sometimes referred to as the long-legged LaGuardia, is scheduled to address the AIA Convention in Manhattan this month and on design, at that. In a sense he may be competing with his own city's beguiling non-design, especially if the weather is as buoyant as it can sometimes be in May in New York.

But even if the day is summer-bland, sunny but cool, with some feebly white clouds racing across an Asco sky, it might be worth postponing that stroll over to the Plaza Oak Bar, to try instead listening to Lindsay. He sometimes can be amusing, although his basic approach is breezily political. He told a restaurateur's convention not long ago that New York was not only the melting pot of the world, but also the charcoal grille, and perhaps he can top that with architectural analogy. The serious reason to stay, however, is that this mayor should be a fit subject for study by convening architects because he is one of the biggest building clients in the world.

This is not always realized even by New York residents. Like visitors, we are impressed constantly with the ferment in private construction here, especially in Manhattan, and are awed by the way stretches of the island get ripped down and reconstructed by the speculative builders. Hotels, theaters, stores, and even apartment houses are felled to make way for offices. Money not only talks, but gesticulates. Those who have not examined upper Sixth Avenue since the last convention in New York, for example, may be amazed by private capital's conquest in those blocks.

Nevertheless, it is the city itself who is the biggest of all the builders in New York. In the last fiscal year, the total building activity in the five boroughs was priced at $1.5 billion. Of this, private investors and institutions, unaided, initiated less than half, or about $600 million. Of the rest, New York's own capital works alone were well over $400 million, and this did not include the nearly $400 million more in public and publicly aided housing whose design the mayor could govern, if he chose to. And the local pattern toward even greater domination of the building scene by public or quasi-public investment is not only holding but being extended.

The new Lindsay budget for capital expenditures is more than $1 billion, a truly staggering sum for one single city. Contractors in New York have been complaining ever since the Worlds Fair spree that business is slow. Were it not for official and semi-official building, the contractors really would be hung over.

This of course does not mean the city builds much decent architecture. Look at the housing. More Federal renewal money has come into New York's city government than into any other single municipal coffers in the entire country. The housing moulds are immense; but the architecture poured into them is grey jello. Even the roads and bridges around New York—which in the 1930s were the proudest of public works—have seemed second-rate in design for years now. The Verrazano Bridge is impressive, of course, but in most aspects a slightly less successful replay of the George Washington.

The point is that the city's mayor can do something about it, and Lindsay shows signs that he wants to.

So perhaps it will be worth while to postpone that pilgrimage to the Plaza, and hang around the Hilton to listen to Lindsay. He will be able to drop the names of such New Yorkers, and non-New Yorkers, involved with city design problems, as Philip Johnson, Paul Rudolph, Larry Halprin, Marcel Breuer, and even Kenzo Tange. He is, again, a big enough client to be interesting; and, in this city, which is so frequently described as ungovernable, you may find his own most reassuring feature to be his own ungovernable quality.

* * *

Other convention advice? Don't let anybody cozen you into calling the Avenue of the Americas appellation, true, and there is even an Avenue of the Americas Association devoted to the grandiose cause. But recently, when a girl I know had to call the Avenue of the Americas Association to ask what address a messenger should be sent to make a pickup from the Association, she was told briskly, "1100 Sixth Avenue."
Amarlite's 800 Trimline Series Curtain Walls offers mullion depths of 3 3/4" to 7"... engineered to be fabricated into modules for fast, precise erection. All expansion and contraction takes place within the module, both horizontally and vertically... a two-way stretch that provides maximum weather-tightness against the elements. Suitable for high and low-rise monumental structures... our professional engineers are available for on-the-job-site consultation. See Sweet's, our representative, or write us.
New Filterglow™ luminaires filter industrial air to maintain maximum lighting efficiency.

An activated charcoal filter traps contaminants before they reduce illuminating effectiveness. In fact, the new GE Filterglow luminaire breathes only clean air. The filter collects air-borne dirt; literally prevents it from dulling lamp, reflector, and inside door glass. Result: better maintained light output... and lowest total cost of light.

When cleaning is finally required, new ALGLAS™ reflector wipes easily to like-new sheen. Here, in a precision-formed reflector, is the best of two worlds: the light-reflecting characteristics of polished aluminum, and the cleanability of glass. A coating of silicate glass, chemically bonded to aluminum, resists hard-to-remove dirt build-up. Airborne chemicals won't dull this reflector. It maintains lighting efficiency and decreases maintenance.

Filterglow luminaires are the only fully enclosed units that deliver up-light. Once only available in open units, up-light is an integral part of all enclosed Filterglow luminaires. About 10 per cent of each fixture's output is directed toward the background, to reduce contrast and improve visual comfort.

Available in single or twin units and many beam spreads for lighting with mercury-vapor, Multi-Vapor™ or Lucalox™ lamps. There's also a complete line of open units. See your GE Sales Engineer or authorized agent for full details. Or, write for Bulletin GEA-8364 to General Electric Company, Section 460-93G, Hendersonville, N.C. 28739.
Signs of things to come in the ambitious expansion and renovation program of the Massachusetts Bay Transit Authority began to appear this spring. Boston's Arlington Street station, just now emerging from the rubble of remodeling, gives a foretaste of the design standards CambridgeSeven Associates is applying to new trains, stations, signs, and maps.

A few months ago (top left) the station looked like others along the system's Green Line (one of the color names applied by Cambridge Seven). Now it greets prospective riders with a big "T" (bottom left) that may mean transit, train, or trip, but has the great virtue of being unmistakably visible, even in more cluttered settings than the one shown. Bostonians are becoming accustomed to the emblem so quickly that they speak of "going by T."

Inside the station, fluorescent lighting cast up toward a white ceiling gives an effect of indefinite height (top right), in contrast to the tunnel effect in the unimproved space beyond. Station names run in strips at the floor (for standees) and above head height (for the seated few), instead of the usual in-between height. Walls between these two strips will be embellished with photomurals of nearby landmarks and carefully placed advertising.
When you sit down on a Stan-Sure* bathtub bottom, you do it on purpose

Look for the polka dots and you'll find an American-Standard bathtub that is not slippery when wet. Tests show our Stan-Sure bathtub bottoms are four times safer than conventional tub surfaces. Yet this slip-resistant finish is beautiful to look at, comfortable to sit on, cleans as easily as a regular tub surface. From now on, why not specify this safety feature for all the bathrooms you design? It's available on every American-Standard cast iron tub...fused right into the triple-thick enamel...costs only about $8 more.

See your American-Standard representative for more information. Or write American-Standard, Plumbing and Heating Division, 40 West 40th Street, New York, N.Y. 10018.
the day? How about architecture and paintings and sculpture—might they have a life of their own and a nervous system generating a spirit, a spirit generating a nervous system, a pulsation forth and back, an immortality, man-made, perhaps madman-made, but made existent and not perishable like intelligence?"

He writes of the creation of the world of the Endless House. He always felt that there should be a way of getting onto the roof of the house, because it has such lovely valleys, where one can sit or lie in full form in delicious comfort, sheltered on its plains and inclinations. He sometimes thought that there should be a hole cut in the roof so that he could go up by a short ladder. Finally, after much difficult search, he found the solution to the architectural difficulty, found that way he could walk straight out on an even level to the meadows of the roof. Where, not waiting for society to resurrect the artist who is buried alive and who only after many decades is exhumed and dressed up in purple with a crown in his skull and diamonds in the coves of his eyes, he has found his way now. It may be hoped that his end is his beginning.

INSIDE THE ENDLESS HOUSE
(continued from page 71)

Box building which is a superficial epitaph to man's creative spirit. According to his definition, although man is flesh-made, he is also spirit. "... it is printed, although no one of us has ever seen either the spirit or the soul; yet soul and spirit have a corporate implication, like a fluid solidity, yet devoid of quantity and spatial extension, like a whiff, a breeze, like ectoplasm that flows in and out of our corpus, a wind through a ghost house." He was not content to believe that spirit or soul is confined to man. "Are we so sure," he asks, "that animal is not soul, that animal does not at least have what we call extrasensory perception, or instinct of an abstract nature? Are we truly sure that plants have not soul or at least soul-intelligence? Are we ready to guarantee that rocks and crystals are not soul; and that water is not; and that light is not; and that darkness is nothing else but a raggy shroud of

THE ARCHITECTURAL INDEX FOR 1966. Edited and published by Evrin J. Bell, Box 2399, Norman, Okla. 74 pp. 5½ by 8½ in. $6.00 (paper).

For the architect wishing to keep abreast of newsworthy events and innovations in the architectural field, The Architectural Index is an invaluable tool. Now available for 1966, the compact and timesaving guide cross-indexes articles from eight architectural periodicals (AIA Journal, Architectural Forum, Architectural Record, Architectural and Engineering News, Arts and Architecture, House and Home, Interiors, and Progressive Architecture) by location, building type, and architect. Back issues from 1950 may be purchased for $5.00 each, and six-issue hardboard binders for $4.50.

VIJJO REVELL Works and Projects. Edited by Kyosti Alander. Published by Frederick A. Praeger, New York, N.Y. 120 pp. Illustrated. 8½ by 10 in. $10.00.

REVIEWED BY BERNARD P. SPRING

There would never have been this international publication (with text in English and German) of the work of the late Finnish architect, Viljo Revell, if he had not been the winner of the Toronto City Hall competition in 1959. His case is strikingly similar to that of another Scandinavian winner of a major international competition, Jorn Utzon. Both Utzon and Revell have built on their home grounds in a manner that bears no resemblance to their prize-winning work.

In Finland, Revell had a rather special, isolated role as an architect. He was the unsentimental, tough-minded interpreter of a cosmopolitan doctrine (which might be called high CIAM) while most of his fellow architects were in the grip of a national-romantic or pan-Scandinavian bias. His renditions of Corbusier's ideas of the 1930s (such as the Industry Center Building at the edge of Helsinki harbor) are probably more refined in planning and detail than any of the similar local interpretations scattered around the globe. This would be the reason that a book on Revell's work could be of value to students of the development of modern architecture. Unfortunately, the book was not designed with this kind of study in mind. The schematic plans and sections are reproduced in miniscule scale and most of the photographs are conventional picture-postcard views. Alander's brief introduction may have been useful in the original but, after a semitranslation into English, it disintegrates into a collection of somewhat obscure generalizations.
Accordia-fold by Kirsch is the new pleating system that makes draperies an architectural asset. From inside or outside.

With this new snap-tape and dual-channel Compact Architrac® rod, draperies can give your windows the trim, tailored effect you desire.

**HERE'S HOW:**

Draperies made with Accordia-fold stack back into half the space needed with conventional pinch-pleated draperies. Sleek accordion folds and unique new butt-type master carrier give draperies a uniform appearance overall. No flat fabric areas in the center, or on the ends.

Nylon tapes with snaps installed, hold pleats in single-fold, front-and-back headings that stand erect, with no bending or bunching. Draperies simply snap on carriers in natural, graceful folds. No hooks, no pins (and no fuss).

Aluminum Compact Architrac is just a half-inch deep; mounts flush to ceilings or inside cornices. Operating cords and pulleys are concealed in the rear channel; self-lubricating snap carriers ride in the front channel for smooth, trouble-free operation.

Never before have so many unique desirable features been combined in one traverse system. Outstanding features that make draperies an architectural asset.

Send for your Kirsch Accordia-fold catalog today. (*Accordia-fold is also available in Canada.*)
Kirsch DRAPERY HARDWARE

For windows people care about.
MILLS INTERLOCK CONSTRUCTION MEANS RUGGED, LOW MAINTENANCE COMPARTMENTS

Exclusive patented* Mills construction feature: the facing surfaces of all panels interlock around their entire perimeter and are welded at the corners. Interlocking produces units that are easier to clean, more hygienic, rigid and durable.

Long lasting beauty and utility are built in Mills compartments with galvanized-bonderized steel construction, baked-on-enamel finish and flush, insulated-type compartment design.

Mills panels are bonded to an internal honeycomb core for extra rigidity. All working parts are stainless steel or corrosion-proof Molybdenum-Nylon. For both new construction and remodeling.

Mills offers a complete range of sizes in a variety of finishes available for all requirements—ceiling hung, floor braced, headrail braced and junior size. Rapid delivery on any of 20 standard colors.

*Pat. No. 2,776,029

The MILLS COMPANY
965 Wayside Road
Cleveland 10, Ohio

Write for details!

The Mills Company
265 Wayside Road • Cleveland 10, Ohio
Please send complete information on Mills Compartments.

NAME ____________________________ TITLE ____________________________
FIRM NAME ____________________________ ADDRESS ____________________________
CITY ____________________________ ZONE __________ STATE __________

Please check ( ) New Construction ( ) Remodeling

Comfort takes a turn for the better, with the new curved seats and backs of Harter 2100 Series office chairs. Just the right curve for best support, maximum comfort—all day long.

And under the curves, the deep-seated luxury of genuine latex foam rubber cushioning that won't pack down, pocket, or lose its resiliency, even years from now.

In every detail, 2100 Series seating reflects a 40-year tradition of Harter craftsmanship and high value for your seating dollar. Let your Harter dealer show you the complete well-rounded 2100 line. Or write today for free color brochure.

Harter CORPORATION
518 Prairie, Sturgis, Michigan 49091

Harter Metal Furniture, Ltd., 139 Cardigan, Guelph, Ontario
Briones-Harter, S. A. Lago Iseo 50, Mexico 17, D. F.
Want soilproof walls with beautiful texture?

Marlite has the touch.

One touch tells you. Here is a building product with unlimited possibilities.

It's new Textured Marlite. A complete line of wall paneling with texture you can actually feel. And soilproof beauty you can wash.

These four distinctive designs add a new dimension to any interior. Textured Wormy Chestnut captures every surface detail of a rare and expensive wood. Textured Travertine duplicates a rich Italian limestone. Textured Leather: the masculine good looks of top-grain cowhide. And Textured Tapestry: the luxury of hand-woven fabrics.

All are exclusively Marlite, with a baked plastic finish that wipes clean with a damp cloth. Marlite is fast and easy to install—stays like new for years.

Add the beautiful touch of Marlite Textured Paneling to your next home or business interior. Consult Sweet's File or write Marlite Division of Masonite Corporation, Dover, Ohio 44622.
THE LOCATION: COSTLY AUDITORIUM SPACE

THE NEED: EFFICIENT SUB-DIVISION

THE SOLUTION: COIL-WAL®

HAWA Model 7R aluminum wall fountain

Consider the exceptional elliptical design of Haws Model 7R cast Tenzaloy aluminum wall fountain. It’s a standout in any setting, yet projects only 13½” from the wall. Durable? The finish is permanent—hard anodized to an abrasion-resistant, muted bronze color. And both fountain head and push-button valve assembly are vandal-proof. Write today for detailed information, available in the free Haws catalog. HAWS DRINKING FAUCET COMPANY, 1441 Fourth Street, Berkeley, California 94710.

Coil-Wal is particularly effective for divisible auditorium teaching space. It follows the curve of the seating plan, then turns a radius as tight as 2’ to the storage box concealed within the wall. Available in Douglas Fir or most domestic and imported hardwoods. Single widths to 150’. Heights to 30’. Safe, dependable electric operation. Dual Coil-Wal has an S.T.C. of 43, a rating adequate for most speech privacy purposes.

PRECISE COSTS AND TECHNICAL DATA UPON REQUEST
Here is an inspired new product concept from Miller — a suspended luminaire room system that provides its owner with illumination of highest quality at lowest costs. A true VALUE, System-800 assures you of unsurpassed seeing comfort and economy, regardless of room lighting level desired. Balanced lighted appearance, and clean shallow lines complement functional performance.

Unique light distribution and high lamp utilization of System-800 fixture design enable this system to satisfy even the most exacting comfort requirements — including I.E.S. Scissors Curve. Ideal for office, classroom, library, and public building areas.

The cost savings you can realize are exciting. Initial equipment, installation, owning and operating costs are all lower than for other systems with which System-800 may be compared on a per room basis. For instance, you can now save up to 24% on initial equipment cost alone!

For complete, factual information on the performance, economic advantages, and convenience of installation and maintenance of VALUE SYSTEM-800 — send for our illustrated 4-color brochure today.
A.I.A. CONVENTION DELEGATES AND FRIENDS ARE INVITED TO A
Cocktail Reception and Discussion on the
WAR IN VIETNAM
Speakers: Percival Goodman F.A.I.A.
Christopher Tunnard A.I.P.
Mario Salvadori F.A.S.C.E.
Tuesday Evening, May 16th 7:30 P.M.
HOTEL WARWICK
54th Street and Avenue of the Americas

CHANGING YOUR ADDRESS

If you are, let us know six weeks in advance. This assures you of receiving every issue of the FORUM on time and without interruption.

When writing us, please include your old address, or a recent label from the magazine. Be sure to state your ZIP code number.

Mail correspondence to: Circulation Manager, The Architectural FORUM, 111 W. 57th Street, New York, N.Y. 10019
they left the flooring to us...

Portland Cement!

TERRAZZO... for beauty, for durability, for low maintenance

MADE WITH Trinity White
PORTLAND CEMENT

GENERAL PORTLAND CEMENT COMPANY

OFFICES: Chicago • Dallas • Houston • Tampa • Miami • Chattanooga • Fort Wayne • Kansas City, Kan. • Fredonia, Kan. • Los Angeles
Character, spaciousness, economy—
achieved with **Pozzolith** concrete

Total dedication to concrete has created a striking new federal complex in Austin, Texas. Concrete in many forms—cast-in-place, pre-cast, pre-stressed, exposed aggregate, bush-hammered, inlaid—makes possible the practical vastness of the post office and the sparkling grandeur of the office building.

**POZZOLITH** was specified for all the concrete because it combines total performance with total economy. In this project, as in every project where it is used, **POZZOLITH** provided workable, durable concrete of uniform strength and enduring beauty.

**POZZOLITH** can assist in the execution of your next concrete design. It is the preferred admixture where predictable performance counts. For information on **POZZOLITH** for your current or future projects, call your Master Builders fieldman, or write Masters Builders, Cleveland, Ohio 44118 and Toronto 15, Ontario.

(center) U.S. Post Office and Federal Office Buildings, Austin, Texas, combine a low, broad building to accommodate postal work areas, a high-rise office structure, and a connecting plaza that gives unity and spaciousness to the complex.


(left) The plaza connecting the two structures is surfaced with pre-cast slate-covered panels. Pre-cast wall panels for both buildings feature exposed quartz aggregate.

(right) Bush-hammered concrete "trees" support one end of the rectangular post office "box"—the other rests on a base of polished native granite.

**POZZOLITH**

*manufactured by*

**MASTER BUILDERS**

*POZZOLITH is a registered trademark for Master Builders water-reducing, set-controlling admixture for concrete.*
Pittco® announces new two-tone door.

Design freedom and striking beauty distinguish Pittco's new line of aluminum doors. Specify a variety of two-color combinations for contrast between frame and surrounding members. Accent this with matching or contrasting hardware variations.

The slim clean lines of Pittco's new entrance doors eliminate unsightly screw heads for hinge attachments and lock faces. Pittco doors feature standard hardware that includes nonrising stainless pin butts and nonhanded extruded offset pivot sets, both designed for beauty as well as strength. Available in three stile widths.

See Sweet's Architectural File for the full story, or write PPG Industries, Pittco Architectural Metals Department, 1500 Murden Street, Kokomo, Indiana 46901.
FROM MAHON... A CELLULAR STEEL FLOOR SYSTEM ...THAT SAVES SPACE, SPEEDS CONSTRUCTION, CUTS COSTS!

Steel sub-flooring that goes up with the structural steel to save time and the cost of safety platforms. Steel sub-flooring with super-wide cells that act as wire raceways to carry telephone and electrical power lines. Steel sub-flooring with super-wide cells that act as air ducts for ventilation and air conditioning.

It's a floor designed by The R. C. Mahon Company to make your specification job easier—to give your client the most versatile sub-flooring available—to keep his building young and flexible enough to meet the demands of all possible future modernization.

Mahon Steel sub-flooring is supplied in variations and combinations of gages and depths. It can be matched or mixed on any particular project to meet all practical design loads consistent with normal and long-span framing conditions. For complete information write The R. C. Mahon Company, 6565 E. Eight Mile Road, Detroit, Michigan 48234.
telephone lines  
supply and return air
Now read the book that "could revolutionize the approach to architectural design."**

NOTES ON THE SYNTHESIS OF FORM
By Christopher Alexander

"The first of its kind addressed to architectural designers... raises those questions which must be dealt with now... challenging... stimulating... informative." —A.I.A. Journal

"One of the most important contemporary books on the art of design... based on fact, not fantasy." —Industrial Design

"May one day be a landmark in design methodology."
—Journal of the American Institute of Planners

"Promises to become one of the most powerful influences on planning since the beginning of the industrial revolution." —N. Y. AIP Newsletter

*Progressive Architecture
Third printing, $6.75
HARVARD UNIVERSITY PRESS

Design A Truly
Monolithic Swimming Pool

Introducing Paddock's
PIPELESS POOL

An Integral Flow Recirculation System (IFRS) that combines the gutter, skimmer and pool supply lines into a single unit to eliminate perimeter pool piping. Compatible with all forms of side wall construction, the system offers far greater design flexibility for any pool project. Write for FREE 16 page detailed brochure, performance reports and list of recent installations.
A noise-less, scrub-less, mop-less, wax-less floor.

You are looking at 30 different samples of Mohawk "Originals." There are 44 more. This may sound boastful, but they are absolutely the most exciting, imaginative commercial carpets you can buy.

Ingenious color effects (with a choice of more than half a million different shades). Multiple pile heights achieve never-before-achieved textures. Our inspired designers are inspired by just about everything.

We'd like to give you another good reason for considering Mohawk carpeting. It's practical.

No sweeping. No mopping. No waxing. Just vacuuming. That takes a lot less time, a lot less people and, obviously, a lot less money.

Carpeting will also make your office or restaurant or store quiet as a proverbial mouse.

And since Mohawk "Originals" are woven from Acrilan® acrylic fiber they're stain-resistant, soil-resistant, moth-proof, mildew-proof, you get the idea.

Remember, no job is too difficult for us to tackle. In-stock or custom-made. No job is too big.

Get in touch with our commercial carpet department at 295 Fifth Avenue, N.Y.C. and ask for one of our specialists. We "specialize" in hotels, motels, schools, churches, offices, supermarkets, lobbies, restaurants, banks, stores, theatres, nightclubs, country clubs, libraries, bowling alleys, dormitories, etcetera, etcetera.

MOHAWK CARPET
How a ceiling concept was saved by Custom Lighting in Memorial Library—University of Notre Dame

"Ceiling areas were the size of a city block, unbroken except for columns," states L. Kenneth Mahal, of Ellerbe Architects. "We, as the architects, wanted an effect of intimate study areas, with really pleasing ceilings and, of course, good lighting. To help achieve this, we decided on 4' x 4' surface-mounted fixtures, placed equi-distantly. For appearances, our choice was Day-Brite's 'Daylume'. Except that it isn't a combination light and air handling fixture. And we wanted to avoid ceiling clutter and the soil problem common to many diffusers. We were quite concerned! But thanks to the magnificent job of customizing by Day-Brite, the library has ceilings that are 100% aesthetically satisfying, good lighting and the finest air distribution system our firm has had tested."

Day-Brite Custom Designing is just one of several services which can make a valuable contribution to your creative lighting needs. To learn more about them, contact your Day-Brite representative. He's eager to help and there's no obligation. For the best solution to any lighting or air distribution problem, look to Day-Brite and Barber-Colman . . . where the creative answers are coming from.